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SUSSEX

PART I

THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF THE COONTY

The English counties differ in two ways from the

divisions into which other European countries have
fallen : in the first place, they are somewhat smaller

than the average division, natural or artificial, of

other countries ; and in the second place, they have
in many cases a more highly-specialised life. Both
these features have been of great value in building

up the history of England, and, before one sets out

to understand any county, it is always worth one's

while to remember them and to appreciate their

importance in our national development.

The strong local character of counties is more
discoverable in some than in others. Thus Cheshire

with its distinctive plain ; Cornwall with its peculiar

racial and, till recently, linguistic features ; Devon,
all grouped round one great lump of hills, almost
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make little nations by themselves. Again, those

who are acquainted with the north of England will

mark the quite separate character which Durham
contrasts against Yorkshire on the south and

Northumberland upon the north. There are other

districts where several counties group themselves

together, and where the whole group differs more
from the rest of England than do the separate

counties of the group one from another. This is

particularly the case with East Anglia, and to

some extent it is the case with the Shires.

When (to return to the case of particular

counties) some strong local differential is discover-

able it can nearly always be traced to a combination

of historical and topographical causes. It is our

business to examine these first in an appreciation

of the county of Sussex.

Sussex was created from the sea. Its inhabit-

ants and its invaders at all periods, save perhaps

in the height of the Roman prosperity, and again

during the last hundred and fifty years, have had
a difficulty in going northward, because there

spread north of the most habitable region the long

belt of what is called the Weald. Sussex is, in a

word, a great range of hills along the south coast

inhabited upon either slope and upon either plain

—

I
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THE HARBOURS (
at either base, but cut off from the Thames valley
by a soU long uncultivated and more suited to
forest than to habitation.

From the coast side it presents a number of
clearly-defined harbours, from which it has evidently
been colonised, and from which we know it to
have been invaded

; these harbours are the mouths
of Its small, parallel, characteristic rivers -the
Arun^ the Adur. the Ouse. the Cuckmere, and
the Rother. Of natural harbours other than the
mouths of the rivers it now has none, though it is
probable that in the remote past pkins. which are
now dry land guarded by small elevations (as for
example. Pevensey and Winchelsea). formed natural
harbours afterwards artificiaUy developed. These
harbours are small for our modem scale of shipping
and the strong tide that runs in them is rather a
disadvantage than otherwise for those who use
them to-day. But in early times such tides were
nothmg but an advantage, and the smaUer draft
and beam of the shipping found ample accommoda-
tion m the river mouths. It is also to be noted
that these river mouths stood at fairly even dis-
tances one from the other. There is not in the
whole length of the coast of England, from the
South Foreland to Penzance, a strip of coast so
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exactly divided by refiiges set at regular distances

into which small craft can run. Moreover, Sussex

also provides a multitude of those even, sloping,

and safe beaches which were of such immense

importance to early navigators, with whom the

beaching of a whole fleet was among the commonest

>'ays of effecting a landing. The typical Sussex

example of this early advantage and of a town

springing around it is, of course, to be discovered at

Hastings.

It may next be inquired what limits eastward

and westward existed to form natural boundaries

for the county. This is a point of great interest

which has been but little examined, but v '.ich a

consideration of the geography of Sussex should

make sufficiently plain. The early settlements

along the river mouths were grouped t(^ether in

one countryside by the comparative facility of

communication along the sea-plain, and again by

the comparative facility of communication along

the well-watered belt to the north of the Downs.

It may be imagined that the settlements around

the harbours of the Ouse, of the Arun, and of the

Adur, would, from the earliest times, have been in

touch with each other along the flat of the coast,

and that their extensions along the river valleys to
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THE MARSHES (

the north of the hills, as also the separate harbour
•t the mouth of the Rother, would equally have
been in communication by that ancient track mort
of which subsists to this day. and of which further
mention will be made Uter on in these pages. But,
when the primitive inhablUnt attempted a simiUr
communication eastward into what is now Kent, or
westward with what is now Hampshire, his way
was barred by two great tongues of marsh.

Traces of these marshes still exist after two
thousand years of cultivation, and in the very
earliest times they must have presented a most
formidable obstacle to travel. The one group
which lies to the east of the valley of the Rother
is stiU in part undrained ; the other, which forms
a mass of tidal creeks and iiileti round about
Hayling Island. Bosham. and Chichester harbour,
is almost equally difficult These t»vo. then, set
the limits of the county; for marsh is. of aU
obstacles, the most considerable at the beginning
of a civilisation, as it is the least remembered in
the height of one. It cannot be forded as can a
stream, nor swum nor sailed upon; mere effort,
such as that required for the climbing of mountains,
is of no avaU against it, and, whereas some con-
siderable toil mU clear a track through a forest.
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and a track which, in our climate at least, can be
maintained, once it is formed, with little labour,

no such effort is of avail to primitive man in

attempting to cross a morass. To drain it is quite

beyond his power, and the formation of a cause-

way of hard land is, even in our own day, a most
expensive and long process, as those readers who
are acquainted with the history of our engineering

will remember when they recall the buildmg of

the Manchester and Liverpool Railway across

Chat Moss.

It may be remarked in passing that there are

scattered up and down England many examples

of the difficulties which Fenland and bog present

to an imperfect civilisation, and these are to be found

in the " Stretfords," " Stratfords," " Standfords,"

etc., which invariably mark a place where a hard

Roman road was conducted across a river and its

adjoining wet lands. In such places the straight

line of the old Roman road can usually be traced,

and one can also usually see how the modem road

follows a devious track given to it after the decline

of the Roman civilisation, when the imperial ways
had been allowed to decay, and the half-barbarian

traveller of the Dark Ages picked his way as best

he could from one dry patch to another. These
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DATE OF TOWNS 7

deviations of the modem from the Roman lines
across rivers and marshes in England are one of
the most striking evidences of the gulf into which
civilisation sank after the advent of the Saxon
pirates.

Sussex, then, has been naturally delimiteo in
Its growth by the forest of the Weald aU along
the north, and by these two groups of marshes at
the extreme east and west of the county ; and the
older our record the greater importance assumed
by towns within reach of, or upon, the sea. Thus
Midhurst. Petworth. Pulboro, Horsham, Mayfield
Battle, come all of them comparatively late m the
history of the development of the county Chi-
chester, Arundel, Lewes, Hastings. Pevensey. come
early m that development, and so does Bramber
wrth Its harbour of Old Shoreham. Pevensey and
Chichester are associated with a Koman name-
Bmmber, or rather its neighbour Shoreham, and
Pevensey (again) with the first of the Saxon m-
vasions. Arundel with the re-gn .' King Alfred

;

Hastings and (for the third time) Pevensey with
the Norman invasion; whereas the other towns
that he m a belt northward upon the edge of the
Weald are not heard of till the Middle Ages.

The present boundaries of the county are neces-

^!iil

il
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sarily somewhat artificial, though they conform

fairly closely to the natural features which we

have just been considering. Their artificiality is

most easily seen along the north. The true line

of division should run along the ridge of the

forests : St Leonards and Ashdown.

As a fact, political and organised Sussex overlaps

this ridge and takes in part of what is geographi-

cally Surrey upon the north. The reason of this

is that during many centuries the Weald was so

sparsely inhabited that the Surrey villages under

he North Downs, and the Sussex villages under

the South Dov.ns, thrust out long extensions into

the forest, a custom which gave to those parishes

a most peculiar shape. They were drawn into

strips, as it were, whose inhabitants dwelt clustered

at one end of the elongated band. A phenomenon

of much the same kind is to be discovered along

the St. Lawrence in Canada, where each village

clustered upon the river claims a long strip of

hinterland behind it into the forest of the north.

The line of division between these Surrey par-

ishes, which stretched out southwards into the forest

and these Sussex villages which stretched out north-

ward to meet them, was probably never clearly

defined, and was, indeed, of little importance. The
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PARISHES OP WEALD 9
fcrther one got from the village church .nd the
K«H.p of houses, the less it mattered under whose
Jur.^.ct.on one fell, and when, with the growth ofomlisation and the necessity for exact bo^darii

favour of the Sussex parishes whose manorial lords

sZy.r:' '"'"'""' ""P"'*-"- than those o

r^
for the reason that they held the great

castles wh.ch defended the south of Engl,„d^ u
Zhrr'l."' '"

""^ ""^ *•"'* *"« """-of landwh.ch hes to the north of the forest ridge came to^included within the political boundaWes oTthemodem county.

Viewed in the light of such a development fromthe sea. the topog^phy of Sussex falls into a com
paratively simple scheme.

The whole county is determined by the great

Weald, that
^

w.th their escarpment facing north-
ward, and wh.ch slope g^dually towards the seaplam upon the south in such a fashion, that a section
taken anywhere in that range resembles in form awavednven forward by the south-west wind andJ^t about to break over the Weald. It is not the

ous that this mam range of the South Downs. rUl
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which are the stnmg framework ofthewhole county,

Nhould have all the appearance of being blown for-

ward into its shape by those Atlantic gales which

also determine the contiguration of the trees in the

sea-plain and upon the slopes of the hills.

Were this range of the South Downs to run

parallel to the sea throughout the length of the

county the topographical scheme of which we are

speaking could be set forth in very few words.

The whole county would fall at once and without

qualification into four long parallel belts : the sea-

plain, the Downs next inland to it, the belt of old

villages at the foot of the Downs to the north

(that is, the southern edge of the Weald), and the

forest ridge to the north of the whole. As a fact,

however, these lines, though parallel to one another,

are not strictly parallel to the sea coast ; they tilt

somewhat from the nortli-west to the south-east,

so that the plan of the county resembles a piece of

stuff" woven in four broad bands which have been

cut in bias, or, as the phrase goes, " on the cross."

Each belt has, therefore, its termination on the sea.

The coastal plain gets narrower and narrower, and

comes to an end at Brighton ; the Chalk Downs

run into the sea just beyond this point, and are cut

off, in sharp white cliffs all along Seaford Bay, in a
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THE FOUR BELTS n
fece of white precipice which culminates at Beachy
Head. The southern Weald and the flats, which
run aU across the county just north of the Downs,
come to the sea in that great even stretch between
Eastbourne and Hastings for which the general
name «, Pevensey Level ; and, finallv, the some-
what complicated and diversified forest ridge, with
Its mixture of clay and sand, runs into the sea in the
neighbourhood of Hastings.

These four great belts may be traced, not onlym the relief of the county, but also in its superficial
geology; the sea plain is throughout of a deep,
strong, brown loamy soU. among the most fertile
in England, and fetching by far the highest rents
paid anywhere in the county. In the best of its
^retch, between Chichester and Worthing, it is
froin four to six miles broad, closely inhabited and,
though recently marred by the growth of a whole
string of watering-places, still preserving a very
characteristic life of its own. Except Chichester
no town of any antiquity stands upon it, but it
nourishes a great number of prosperous agricultural
villages, the size and the architecture of whose
churches are sufficient to prove their economic
condition in the past

Among the most characteristic of these is Yap-
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ton, which is supposed to be the "tun" or hamlet

of Eappa— a comrade of St. Wilfred's, the

missionary and the first bishop of the county.

Lyminster is another excellent example of what

these places were in the past, and its great church

is the more striking from the decay of the parish

around it.

The forest ridge (to take the farther boundary

first) has, though somewhat confused, a geological

characteristic of its own, for it consists of sand

rising from and mixed with the clay of the Weald.

This clay, in its turn, lying between the forest

ridge and the Downs, though diversified by occa-

sional outcrops of sand, is fairly uniform. From

the beginning it has been covered, not very thickly,

but very generally, with those short, strong oaks

which have furnished the timber for all the old

buildings of the county. We will turn later to ne

question of whether this stiff and somewhat un

grateful soil of the Weald was ever wholly unin-

habited : in this initial survey it must suflice to

remark that even to-diy the development of that

soil is difficult. Places specially favoured with

good water have been occupied for centuries, and

form at the present time the market towns of the

Weald. The spaces between them are remarkable
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WATER ON THE WEALD
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at Burton, Egdem, Thakeham, Ashington, and in

many other places.

This belt of clay interspersed with occasional

heights of sand, and lying between the forest ridge

and the Downs, is the broadest of the four
;

it U

rarely less than ten miles in width and often as

much as fifteen. Just between it and the escarp-

ment of the Downs runs a narrow belt of green-

sand, and again, right under the hills, a narrow

belt of loam, which last affords almost the best

arable land in this part of the county. It is

this narrow belt of loam which has given their

value to a procession of famous esUtes under

the shadow of the hills, as Heyshott, where was

Cobden's Farm ; Graffham ; Lavington, which was

Sargent land, and of which Wilberforce and

Manning were in turn the squires ; Burton, which

was the first to appear in history; West Burton;

Bignor, which the Romans developed ; Bury, upon

the Arun. To some extent Parrham, the most

typical of Sussex houses, and Wistons. the best

example of the renaissance, draw their wealth from

this narrow beli f loam, as, farther east, does New

Timber, and many another great house. The list

might be extended indefinitely.

This long stretch under the escarpment of the
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'^ evidently a n^t

.

^"^*^ *'"'« ™»'' ^hat
i« proved bvir*"''''^''^- I*^ antiquity

that i tas Lnk J
""°'"'' *'"* "'''^^ ''xU

There is a Snt'sT '"*" ^"^ '""^^ -^
Hill, whereTl .

"°"' ""''^' ^°" H"»>our

-here it is over s I tJ- ^^^ "^"^ P''"^
utilised almost tLu "^^ "^"y- '^''ich is

which are as old, one must f„
!"^ °^ Population

.f. and so on eastwards to Lewk ^ ^'

on.'^^p::iX^-r^:--ip,or

Su^ex is ^h '"""* ''"PP'y "f '^ater.

thatoneinwh- ;r ""^ '""^ ^»«'^'' -""eswhich It .s most difficult to find good
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water, as we have already seen in speaking of the

Weald, and as we shall see further when we cotoe

to talk of the Chalk Downs. But these little

villages, standing as they do just upon the crack

where the chalk (which is permeable and full of

water like a sponge) comes sharp on to the imper-

meable soil of the Weald, are all fed by a multitude

of delicious running streams filtered through

hundreds of feet of the pure carbon of the hills and

bursting out along the old road. They turn mills,

they water orchards and small closes, they spread

into teeming fish-ponds, and have, more than any

other cause, created these little villages. There

is hardly one without its stream.

Having reviewed these three belts—^the coast-

plain, the forest ridge, and the southern belt of the

Weald—it remains for us to describe tlut which is

by far the most important, namely, the South

Downs. It will be necessary to devote to those

hills a closer attention than we have given to the

rest of the county, for one may call them, without

much exaggeration, the county itself. Sussex is

Sussex on account of the South Downs. Their

peculiar landscape, their soil, their uniformity,

give the county all its meaning.
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THE CHALK-RANGES „

South I>„^ theS n *"• *•" ^°'*'' """

Downs, ro^hlyeonv"!
''•""' *'^^''*»''^

Of the importance omT-.'^" ^"^'""^ P^-^-

island th<JeTrof *
e r '"^'" ''''^'"•^ '''°-

necessary to r^n.embe^llr''''.''
''*""• »"" '» -

Downs mustlreTC nl"'? ^ '°"*''

Britain; fo, the/f^^^'^;;^ ^^ ^'^'^to'T of

three great challc mnges aL n
°*''*''"

ti'e North Downs. anS The Chi..
"'* ''''""''•

continuation in the SeZle n
'''*'' *'"''

-tes of t«ve. in ear^ILl ?If
*"'' """

of trees, dry. and feirly eve„ ^n/th'^-
"'" '"''^

«nd. save in a few „i.
" "'°"8 their summits,

boundary of that on-.J
*''^ ^tern

••»nchJ;the:olri:ftTe''''^' ^"" ^'^^

Wy. st«ight to the M^llrZ?'™"''
that river, and t.,mc j ^ *•*"*• '"<»ses

Dover. The!Z K .
*" ""^^ *'«' '-' «tlie southern branch enters the county of
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l<

Sussex just beyond Petersfield, and thence east-

ward forms this range of the South Downs.

There is no other stretch of hills precisely like

them in Europe ; their nearest counterpart is that

other northern range formed much upon the same

model, and of the same material, which looks at

them from thirty miles away across the Weald.

They run in one straight wall for sixty miles,

maintaining throughout that length a similar con-

formation with a similar escarpment turned per-

petually to the north ; a similar absence of water

;

a similar presence from place to place of groups of

beech-trees which occasionally crown their highest

summits ; a similar succession of comparatively low

passes, and a similar though rarer series of what

the people of the county call "gaps," that is,

gorges, or rather rounded clefts, in which then: con-

tinuity is completely broken by the passage of a

river. They are the most uniform, the most

striking, and the most individual of all the lower

ranges to be discovered in this island or in neigh-

bouring countries. They might be compared by a

traveller to the line of the Argonne, or to the

steep, even hills above the Moselle before it enters

German territory. But they are more of one kind

than are even these united ranges. Coming upon
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. P*" «»"*'"•« depend. ^ „„ ^'""
c»«ik of Which th;:;T.r^:- '' '"^

no precipice, J^tZthh'"^''"""' "' '' '--

"deXchXoXh^^thf ^"'*''* ""* °' *'"'^

-hed into ,:er;: cX r.ir?;^'"''''*
Wnes of theirs iu»i„.» *J ,

^'•** rounded

«nK.io„«re™r:L^it':'::;r:^^^^^^^^^^
loneli„e«, and that loneliness ill 1 *'"*"

striking of their features.
"* *''" "««*

b^i^'SirdViXotvsr^*"^
will be built upon tL^ .u

'^^ they never
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sky save one offensive shed, or what not, just

north of Brighton where, it may be presumed, the

economic powers of vulgarism are too strong even

for the Downs.

Cultivation is also very rare upon them. They

are covered with a short, dense, and very sweet turf

suited to the famous flocks of sheep which browse

upon them, and of little value for any other agri-

cultural purpose than the pasturage thus afforded.

Those who best know the Downs and have

lived among them all their lives can testify how.

for a whole day's march, one may never meet a

man's face ; or if one meets it, it will be the face

of some shepherd who may be sfc nding lonely

with his dog beside him upon the flank of the

green hill and with his flock scattered aU around.

The isolation of these summits is the more remark-

able from the pressure of population which is

growing so rapidly to the south of them, and which

is beginning to threaten the Weald to their north.

But no modem change seems to affect the character

of these lonely stretches of grass, and it may be

noted with satisfaction thai, when those ignorant

of the nature of Sussex attempt to violate the

security of the Downs, that experiment of theirs is

commonly attended with misfortune.

rvr
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• centuryL He hL '
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various sources round bv SV >
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'^
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Newhaven. ^ cLr^ft V''"^-' '''^ "^
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^"^ '='"'"' ""^

between one sTtL ofIn^^'' "' """^i"' -"
Tk-. ^

'^""on of the Downs and the nevt
Th«.va,ieyswheretheycutthroughtheD:tns
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were never used for roads before modem times.

The good road along the little Adur to Shoreham

is fairly old. but it must be remembered that at

this point the nowns come very close to the sea.

Along the Ouse and along the Arun no road was

attempted until quite Utely. There does now

exist, and perhaps has existed for two or three

hundred years past, a road from Lewes to the

mouth of the Ouse. but even to-day there is none

along the Arun valley. The soil was too marshy

for such a road to be constructed in early times,

and the dry hill-way once fixed and metalled hw

become the only permanent road to Arundel

The afforesting of the range of the Downs is

worthy of remark. The woods are of two kinds-

those that crown the foot-hills towards the sea and

here and there the high slopes of the Downs them-

selves, and those that have caught on to the slight

alluvial drift of the hollows. In both cases they

are principally of beech, while in the open sound

them, along the old tracks and clinging to the crest

of the escarpments, are lines of very ancient and

somewhat stunted yews. In both cases, whether

over the round of the hiUs or in their IkJIows, the

Sussex woods are somewhat limited in extent and

&irly clear of undergrowth. Through aU the forest
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THE BEECH AND THE YEW „
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their lower parts they support farmhouses, and

occasionally they carry one of the great roads

which cross the Downs from the north. They are

wind-swept, and hold the snow very late; but

in summer they are among the most sheltered

corners of South England.

Upon the north the steep escarpment of the hills

forbids any such conformation. Here the valleys

take the shape of very steep hollows of a horse-

shoe outline known as combes, a Celtic word, and

frequently hung with deep woods which are known

both here and in Kent (and in other parts of the

south country) as hangers. The most sombre and

the most silent of these are perhaps those of

Burton, Lavington, and Bury.

The woods upon the slopes, the foot-hills, and

the summits are of a different order. Those upon

the actual crests are commonly artificial, and are

known as "clumps" or "rings." The Dukes of

Richmond have planted a few such near Good-

wood, but the most famous is the great landmark

of Chanctonbury Ring, above Wiston, which is a

resting-point for the eye not only up and down forty

miles of the Channel, but also up and down forty

miles of the opposing northern range. The woods

of the foot-hills and of the slopes are, on the con-
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DEW PANS „

It has .Iwady been remarfced that the hvJ»^
«~phical .yrtem of the South ^wn! is^pS"
«H.e, that the riven, of Su«exZIT

water-getting handed down, perhaps. ^^ J*
^:Vnt" *"* «-•« °^ -^^ o"whThwe snail speak m a moment, were han^ mt to it

ftJir ?r *^"^ '^"^ methoa I the

prefe«bly towards the summit of a hill It faoscular and shallow in form, and is colL with

concrete. In a very short time this pa.. wiU fill-th the dew and the rain, and in .uch"^ ^,Z
it^cLTorwrrv"^'^ ''-- ^^^^^

^trL^.^:';::;tL\^-----
though ti,e present writer does know of one cS'outs.de the boundaries of... county, where a l^J
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one lu8 been constructed to supply all the needs

of B considerable household.

A further matter which every one who is famUiar

with theui must have remarked upon the Downs,

is the presence of numerous earthworks raised

apparently for defence, and often of very great size.

The classical instances of these and the most perfect

examples are upon Mount Cabum and Cissbury,

one of the foot-hiUs towards the sea, upon which

research has proved that the prehistoric, the Roman,

and the barbarian pirate inhabitants have lived

in succession. Here was discovered that regular

manufactory of flint instruments which is among

the most curious prizes of modem prehistoric

research, and here also Roman and Saxon orna-

ments have been found succeeding those of the

neolithic men.

But though Cissbury is the most perfect, it is

but one of very many similar camps. There is

hardly one of the greater -immits of the Downs

that does not bear traces jf these enclosures, and

upon some of the hills, notably east of Ambery

and again east of Bramber, they are as perfect as

they are enormous. There can be little doubt

that they were created for the purposes of defence,

and the late General Pitt-Rivers conducted an

mM
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there are proUbly others, where the heftp* of

material accumuUted in the making of the road*

have been erroneously ascribed to our prehistoric

ancestors, and, if the present writer is not mistaken,

there is an error of this kind maAed upon the map

close to the new London road which climbs Bury

Hill on its way to cross the Downs at Whiteways

Lodge.

The complete isolation of these heights, their

loneliness, and their wild charm, is enhanced by a

line of towns and of villages especially dependent

upon them and standing at their feet towards the

south. The northern line of villages which lies just

under their escarpment on the edge of the Weald,

which we have described as being probably pre-

historic sites, and which are connected by what has

certainly been a prehistoric road, are not directly

made by or dependent upon the Downs themselves.

Their farmers are not usually large sheep farmers

;

their shepherds are few; their Uves and their

industries are those of the plain ; their buUding

materials are oak and plaster ; their inhabitants but

rarely climb the very steep hillsides immediately

above them. The villages and towns to the tmth,

on the contrary, owe theb very existence to the

Downs, and show in their every aspect the in-
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THE SOUTHEHN POHT-HILLS •»

fluence of the range which backs them and by
which they live. From these villages proceed the
principal flocks of sheep ; in one of them, Findon,
is the principal sheep fair of the country. Their
plough lands are commonly poor, from the ad-
mixture of the last slopes of the chalk; their
wealth is in flocks and in folds. In the Middle
Ages they added to this the pannage which the
beech mast of their woods afforded to swine.
Right along from the Hampshire border to where
the Downs fall into the sea beyond Brighton, from
Goodwood that is, through Halnaecker, Eartham,
Slindon, Arundel, Angmering, Lancing, to Rott-
ingdeane—or rather to what Rottingdeane used to
be before the esthetes turned it pure Cockney
twenty years ago—runs this row of little ancient
places which are the typical Sussex homes of all.

They grew up, as did those others of which
we have spoken, where water could be found, and
also, it may be presumed, where there was some
local opportunity for defence now forgotten ; the
growth of Arundel certainly depended upon these
two factors to some extent probably that of
Slindon (which centres round its great pond), and
it may be supposed that of Lancing as well.

In then: architecture these viUages are, as it
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were, a physical outgrowth of the Downs. The

oak which one sees so commonly in the Weald,

is but rarely present here ; the roofe are of thatch,

the walls of flint.

Flint is, of course, the stone of the chalk, and

the supply is unfailing because, by a curious

phenomenon which has never been thoroughly

explained, no matter how many flints are taken

from the surface of the soil, others contmue to

"sweat up" through the chalk and to take the

places of those that have been removed ;
there is

never for very long a lack of surfece flints in the

fields adjoining these villages. There are some such

viUages in which every old building without excep-

tion even the squire's house and the church, are

entirely built of flint, as are the boundary waUs of

the parks and of the farms. The material has,

however (at least in the constructions of the last

few centuries), one great defect, which is that the

mortar does not bind it as strongly as it will bind

brick or stone. This defect has been explained as

being due to the extremely hard nature of the

sUex, for to bind material together it is essential

that the binding flux, the morter, should pene-

trate more or less into the pores of that which it

binds, and for this reason brick and stone are
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wetted before being Md upon the mortar. Obviously no wetting can be of the least use wLre on."- e^ng^th flint. Neverthe,«s.Zt^of the country ,s singukrly enduring. Of this afi«t-rate example is afforfed to the traveller by

passage of at least six hundred years.

the'lrefof'L'"
"" '"^ *° "^^ -'"'* --

work buti ' T"°' '^'=""^"'=« •" the oWer

iZlt; ? ',
""'^ ^ '"^S^^ by one who hZlooked dosdy into several specimens of m^lval

ihe fir!
"^

/
''""'''°''' '^'"'^ *•>« ReformationThe first was to preserve as carefuUy as possiblethe „atu«l casing or "skin" of harfened chlwhich surrounds every large flin, and to have notof the smooth stone surface showing except 1the outside of the waD. The second wLt usenothing but the fine sand which the county aZd"- plentifully in the mixing of the moLr Jmay be. of cou«e. that here, as in so many othe

m
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aises. the argument appUes that we mewly imagine

the older work to be better because the b«t of .t

alone survives, but it is at least remarkable that

hardly any flint work of the Ust three hundred

years has come down without some distortion firom

the perpendicular. .

A very marked way of handling this stone «i the

cuttingoftheoutersurface. This treatment « not

peculiar to Sussex ; it is to be found in Ea.* Anglm

and in other parts of England where flmte are

common, but it is perhaps more general m Sussex

than elsewhere, ahd may have originated m th^

county. The separate dressing of so nianyjmaU

stones is an expensive matter, and it is probably the

very expense which is so incurred, or rather tne

great expenditure of energy connoted by the "ippear-

ance of such work, which impresses and is design^

to impress the spectator of it Perhaps the most

perfect specimen of a modern sort is the great house

at WestDeane; but all thosewho love then: county

are pleased to remark that in the new work at

Arundel Castle this true Sussex style has been

°^^^
is but one further point to be remark«i

with regard to the Downs country, and that is the

nature of the communication across the hUls.
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THE PASSES M
It hM tltfdy been Mid that the nwin river

Tillejrs were not much used for such communica-
tions

; that there is no case of both sides of one of
the river gaps bring so used throughout the whole
length of the county ; and that there is but one
esse of a road following a river before modem times
(the case of the old road flrom Bramber to Shore-
ham); while to this day (it wiU be remembend)
the Arun vaUey is utilised by nothing but the
railway.

Crossngs from north to south in Sussex, from
the Weald to the sea-pkin, are therefore invariably
carried over the crest of the hUls, and it is a matter
for some astonishment that in a county so near
London, and to reach a district so thickly populated
and so wealthy as is the South Coast, the passages
should be so few. With the exception of the
Falmer Road from Lewes to Brighton (which
can hardly be sud to cross the main range), there
are but five roads leading from the Weald to the
sea-plain. The main Brighton Road which goes
over Clayton Hill, the Worthing Road over Wash-
ington, the Arundel Road over Bury, the Chichester
Road over Duncton, and the second Chichester
Road over Cocking.

The uniformity of type which distinguishes the
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Down. cu*. .11 these n-d. to Uke much the

«me i-ction : they choo« a low -ddle m the rwge

(the Arundel Ro-i U wmetWng of «. exception

here, for the saddle of Bury HUl « » ^V^ "^ '

they rise up very sharply to the summit «d then

faU ««Uy away towards the ^-pl*'";""* ^^^^^^

Cocking Hill is perhaps the shortest. Bury Hdl the

longest, of the five, it is an error to "tt'^P^ « ?°

m«iy who are insufficiently acquainted with the

county, to avoid the steepness of the ascent by td.-

L a detour. All or any one of these roads wiU

try the traveller or the machine which he uses, and

it must be remembered that these five are the only

roads of any sort which cross the Downs. Many a

track marked as crossing them is. when one comes

to pursue it. nothing but a "ride- of grass m no

way different from the rest of the grass of the

Downs. All these roads have, however, one advan-

tage attached to them, which is the astonishing

^w of the coastal plain which greets one from

their summits, especially the view from Whiteways

and the sudden and unexpected panorama at Benges.

which is the second and highest summit of the

Duncton HUl Koad.

This topographical division of our subject cannot
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b. concluded wthout a more particular descriptionof the Sussex nvers. Of these the first in im-portance and the largest is the Arun. It rises in aMe wh.ch is little known, and which isyetTgltbeauty .„ St Leonards Forest, runs as a smJZl
northern Wealden parts of the county, and onlybegins to acquire the importance of aL river in

by an old bndge which is itself among the mostteiutiful structures of the county, and which sZthe nver at one of its broadest and most secE
reaches. It is also the true dividing U^ ^^1^e Upper and the Lower Arun. bec'ause itTS^ex^me hmit that the tide has ever inched evenunder the most favourable circumstances 1^ 72pnngs and drought Just below Stopham th«e
falls ,nto the Arun a litUe river caUed the Rother

Lr^^r .''"''" *" '''^«"«-'> •* from tieE^ten, Rother which is the principal st^am atthe other end of the county. This little rivetwhich was canalised and usable for t^ffic Tl'
IJce all the rest of our waterways, it waTSeSS
O^e radroads. waters a most charming vaUey strungwith towns and villages whose names we havealready mentioned in another connection. At ij

I 1 IP }»
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head is the miUpond of Midhurst ; it runs through

the land of Cowdray (which is th* Pf* P"''

f

Midhurst). past Burton Bough, south of Petworth

where it tul one of its several miUs «.a on past

Coates and Fittleworth. where .t runs close to

that inn which most English artists know, and the

panels of whose coffee-room have been painted m

landscapes by such various hands.

When the Kother has thus faUen into the Arun

the two streams uniting run beneath the houses of

Pulborough. and under its bridge, of wh.ch the

reader will hear more when we come to speak of

the historical development of the county ;
for this

was the spot at which the great Boman road which

united London with the coastal plam crossed the

Arun. and the foundations ofPulborough are ahnost

certainly Boman.

From the little hill upon which this town stands

one looks south across a great expanse of dead level

„.eadow. flanked with sandy hUls of pme. towards

the dark line of the Downs. The river turns .md

n^akes for these, aiming at the gap which cuts them

clean in two just south of Amberley. Oftendurmg

he y«.r theJe flats are covered with flood, and

^
the river is embanked and the entry of water

through the meadows can be regulated by sluices.
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ARUNDEL GAP ^
the pMtu«ge of the* flooded level. « of gre.t

wt'the^" **?",?" ""• '"°"' -'^ --*S
Tuow th r °' *•"' "'''^ ^P'^^* »"* i"to the

the« u good shooting of snipe, runs on right

S °"^' '~^'»« Amberley Castle upon The
feft. p^ses beneath the causeway and the bridge atHoughton, and so enters the Arundel Gap. Here

valley can be reached from the north, though theirn^nes of ..southstoke-and "Northstoke-L^e« early passage of some sort, for this pkce-name
th«.ughout South Engh.„d refers to the'-stal^^^by wh.ch the passage of a river was made fir^.Two new dykes, cutting ofl' long corners, havel«en dug m the course of this vallTy. and thjy^Lethe mam sUeam. while the old river runs in anarrow «,d sluggish course by a long det"urowj^s Burpham. The main cLnel. i TZ^
rSli? r *" ''"'P *" '""^ '«"* hand side ofthe vaUeJ^ where it is continually overhung by thedeep woods of Arundel Park; and at lasj a litUebelow the Blackrabbit Inn. one se«, jutLgTbke a spur from the bulk of the hills the greatmass of the Castle.

^
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The attitude of Arundel, standing above the

river at this point, is hardly to be matched by any

of the river towns of England. It stands up on

its steep bank looking right down upon the tidal

stream and towards the sea. The houses are

natural to the place (the hideous new experiments

upon the further bank are hidden from the river),

and all the roofs are either old or at least consonant

to the landscape, while the situation chosen for St

Philip's Church, and its architecture, happen by an

accident that is aUnost unknown in modem work,

to be exactiy suited to the landscape of which it

forms the crown, and to balance the background

of the Castle and the Keep.

Below the bridge at I andel the Arun becomes

a purely maritime river. It runs in » deep tidal

channel with salt meadows upon either side, and

with a very violent tide of great heigh I scouring

between its embankraentiu There are r.o laildings

directly upon its sides save one poor lonely inn and

church at Ford, and in seven miles it reaches the

sea at Littiehampton. pouring into the Channel

over one of the shallowest and most dangerous

bars upon this coast

The other rivers merit a much briefer attention.

The Adur is but a collection of very small
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THE ADUR If

•teeww which meet in the water metdows above
HenfleW, where it becomes • brand ditch ; it cuinot
be called a true river until it ii clo«e upon the hUl
ofBramberwithinafewmUesofthe«!a.

It ii, in
fcct, a sort of mfaiature Arun. but its effect in
history has been almost as great as U»t of the
toiger nver. as we shall see farther on. for it also
hM pierced its own gap through the Downs, and
this gap has been, like Arundel, from the earhest
times one of the avenues of invasion, and therefore
one of the strong pkces for defence. It runs
through this gap, past two delightful and almost
unknown relics of medi«val England, parishes
that have decayed untU they are merely «naU
chapels attached to lonely farms (their names are
Coombes and Buttolphs), -.r.i comes to where its
mouth used to be. at old Shoreham. where was
a Roman Unding-pUce, and where the Saxons are
said first to have Unded also. But the river '.as
buUt up between itself and the sea a great beach
of shingle. Its mouth has gone travelling farther
and ferther down along the coast, and, had not
modem work arrested this process, there probably
would have happened to Shoreham what has
happened to Oiford upon the East Coast. For
Orford was also once a great medieval harboi-r,
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the mouth of which has drifted farther and farther

off and silted up as it traveUed.

The Adur will perhaps cut its largest figure in

literature from the fact that it has been the occ»«^

of one of the most ridiculous pieces of pedantn^

whteh even modem archeology has fallen mto.

A ttement has been made (it h- been taken

feriously in our universities) that the Adur had no

rime until about 200 years ago, that the .»me it

^w bears was given it by Camden the historian.

Jthat the Sussex peasants took the title of the.

river humbly from a writer of books, and have

continued to use an artificial and foreign word 1
If

ailing were required to prove that a contention

"this sort was nonsense it would be enough to

point out that the word Adur is. like so many

of our Sussex names. Celtic in its origm, and

„,eans. Uke so many Celtic names for rivei. the

water"; it is the same as the southern French

"ThftMiS river, the Ouse. also bears a CeUic

name. It is somewhat larger than the Adur. but

considerably smaller than the Arun. Ld.e the

Adur it flows from insignificant streams until it

gets to its water meadows near Lewes, and also

L the Adur it has cut its gap through the Downs,
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THE OUSE 41

and has therefore created a point of high stra-
tegical importance m the fortified hUI of Lewes.
But, unlike the Adur. the maritime portion of its
course is ofsome length, and during these eight miles
or so between Lewes and the mouth at Newhaven
It rather resembles the lower n^rt of the Arun. It
has the same treeless, marshy sides, highly embanked
for the formation of water meadows, the same
strong, scouring tide, the same violent current, but,
luckUy for the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Railway, not the same bar. The entry at New-
haven is particularly easy, the best in the county,
and would be fairly easy even without the dredg'
iiig that is carried on, or the breakwater that
defends it from the south-west

These three rivers between them form the main
hydrographical features of the centre of the county;
their three harbours standing at almost exactly
regular mtervals are the sole entries to the west
and middle of Sussex ; the three gaps in the Downs
behind those harbours a.« the three gates to South
England fron. the ja ; the three castles that defend
tliose gaps complete the significance of the series.

The Cuckmere is but a very small stream
commg out just beyond Newhaven with Seaford at
its mouth, and would be scarcely worth mentioning
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were it not for the fact that, like its larger sisters,

it shows that singular capacity for cutting nght

down through the chalk hiUs and making a gap

through which it can pass to the sea.

This feature, which is common to the Sussex

rivers, is also discovered in the streams which cross

the northern chalk range into the Tham^-^^y-

These also are three in number-the Wey the

Mole, and the Darent And it «,«°"Jf
^--^^

^^
scientists that these three rivers IJcc those other

three in Sussex, the Arun. the Adur. and the Ouse

.un independent of the chalk hills,
-^-t^rough

.nem from the foUowing cause ^^e W^'"*^;

heights, the forest ridge that is. m which aU six

S their rise, is conceived to be geologically much

older than the North or the South Downs, and it s

presumed that the rivers had already orm^*-
valleys, and were already beginning to erode the

surfL of the land before the chalk hills ^gan^o

arise, so that as the Downs graduaUy rose the httie

rivers continued their sawing, and kept to the^

original level while the great heaps of white sheU

;ih were building up our hills rose upon eith«

side of their valleys. This theory, unfortunately,

like most scientific theories, and especially geo-

logical ones, is traversed by another theory equally
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THE EASTERN ROTHER 43

repuuble and stoutly iiwintained by precisely the
•ame authorities, to wit. that the shells of which
the Chalk Downs are composed are those of marine
animals and were laid down under the sea. If this
was the case it is impossible to see how the litUe
rivers can have continued their erosion whUe the
chalk hUls were rising upon either side, for no
nvets run along the bottom of the sea. The fact
IS that this, like ninety-nine out of a hundred
other geological theses, reposes upon mere guess-
work

;
we have no evidence worth calling evidence

to tell us how the contours of the land were
moulded.

The last of the Sussex rivers stands quite outside
the scheme of those with which we have been
hitherto dealing. It is the Eastern Rother. which
rises, indeed, on the same Wealden heights as the
others, but does not encounter the chalk hills, for
these come to an end west of it in the cliff of
Beachy Head. The Eastern Rother runs, there-
fore, not through a gap but a wide phiin, which
IS marked off on the coast-line by the flats of the
marshes before Dunge Ness.

This little river nourishes no considerable town,
but a great number of very charming vUiage^
stand either upon it or above it; others also less
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chwming. •» for iiwUnce the wmewhrt the»tric«\

viltage of Burwash, who»e old church tower, .venue

of trees, and Georgian houses, have bred a crop of

red-brick villas.

Robertsbridge. however, is a paradise for any

one. and conUins or did contain in the celUrs of

its principal inn. the George, some of the best port

at its price to be found in England. Within the

drainage area of this river also stands (upon the

Brede. a tributary) the height which was known

until the Norman invasion as "Hastings Plam."

but has. since the great conflict, supported the

abbey and the village of Battle. The harbour

mouth of this river is the town of Bye, a haven

which it is still possible to make, though with

difficulty, but which was until quite the last few

generations a trading-place of importance.

With the mention of the Eastern Bother our

survey of the river system of Sussex must close,

for. though tributaries of the Wey rise within the

political boundaries of the county, while the source

of the Mole is also', within those boundaries, their

systems properly belong to the Thames valley and

to Surrey.

We have now some idea of the general con-

figuration of the county, of the nature of its
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GENERAL VIEW OP THE COUNTY «
l.«l««pe and its soil, and of the relief upon which
It IS bu.lt The reader m^y perhaps grasp in onegW the Wealden heights running'^alg 21n^hern horizon the wide rolling belt of the clay
weald between those heights and the Downs broken

Irf. r ^ """^ ""'* '^"'^^"'^ P»*«hed with

wall for the.r fifty or sixty miles of stretch fromthe Hampshire border to Beachy Head, and the
coastal plam tothesouth of them. There have also

hrtfl T"^ " *•'" ''"* P""^ °^ ^he book, though

a^d h • H
"""°" '^ "^ *"""" """l villaisand buildings which these four belts produS^

•t has been shown how the pa«Uelism of all thefour tilts somewhat from the north-west to the
south-east, so that all four end at last upon the sea •

wl been shown how the rivers ru'n fro^^e"Weald cut right through the Downs, and formalong the coast the main harbours of the county.
With such a general plan before us we can goon to speak more particularly of the history uponwhich modern Sussex reposes, and to describe inmore detail the towns and the sites connected with

the story of this countryside: of Chichester which
was Its spiritual capital; Arundel, Bmmber. andi^es. which were its defences; Midhurst. Pet-
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worth. Pulborough. Horsham. Steyning. Uckfield.

L t^e res, which are stiU its Weaken m^
towns; its six ancient harbours, and the recent

change which more numerous roads and more rapid

methods of locomotion have begun to brmg upon

the county, not wholly for its good.
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PART II

THB HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SUSSEX

The pre -history of Sussex is unknown. The
county does not lie (as a first glance at the uu.pm«h suggest) upon the main track between the

St«,ts of Dover. That track was forced north bythe indent of Southampton Water, and pursued Zway. perhaps originally through Salisbury Plain,
ultimately through Winchester, and so by

Doti""!* ''n"^
'* '^^^ """^ ^"""'-^l the NorthDowns to Canterbury, which was the common

centre for the ports of the Kentish coast Sussex
moreover .^ "°* ""'^ "^ «>is main prehistoric
tn,de route, but also, as has been prevLsly ex-
plained m the first portion of this bo^k. was cut offto some extent on the north by the Weald, andto he cast and to the west by Romney Marsh and
Chichester Harbour respectively.

I, ' J
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We may. therefore, presume that before the

advent of the Romans the district was a very

i«,Uted and perhaps a very backward piece of

Britain. Convenient as were its harbours, and

comparatively short as was t\\e trajectory from the

opposite coast, it suffered from what handicaps all

such coast lines, that is. the absence of a wealthy

hinterland. London was more easily made through

Kent or by sailing up the estuary of the Thames

and the great roads to the north which converged

on London were better arrived at through Kent

and by way of the Watling Street than through

Sussex.

All we can positively say is that the eastern

part of the county was presumably inhabited by a

tribe called the Regni. whose capital was, we may

believe, upon the site of Chichester. For the rest

all is conjecture.

It is equally true that we have no direct history

of Sussex during the 400 years of the Roman

occupation. But here, as is the case almost every-

where in England, the material evidences of Rome

and of the vast and prosperous civilisation which

she founded in the bland, are in number quite out

of proportion with the meagre documents that

speak of her occupation. The whole soU of
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Enghnd fa strewn thickly with the relic ofRome; «,d the re«ler will perhaps pardon .dwresMon on . matter of such hfatoricarimport!
•nee. because, though it does not concern Su«ex
•lone. ,t does concern the hUtory of EngUnd ingene«l very much, and therefore the hfatory ofSussex m particular. Nor can any one understand
•n English countryside unless he has already

schllTK*""^
"'''" '" '^' ^' '''" generations aschool which .s now weakening, but which has

already had a very ill effect upon the general
comprehension of European history. Thfa schoolwas German in its origin, meticulous in its
methods, feeble in its historic judgment, and very
strongly mfluenced by the bias of race and religion
It attempted to establish the thesis that the effect

tlfT T!.f""P"
•""* ''^" exaggemted. and

that the North especially had been but little
moulded by the Latin order. This was partly truem the case of Northern Germany, for though theGerm m civilisation is a Latin civilisation, yet it
•s and remains Latin only in the second degree
German thought. buUding, law. religion, and the
rest are Latin, or they are nothing; but they are

7
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imported Latin. They .w ..«( of that Utini^

which growi up and livet and tok« root in the

K,iL There lie. behind them a wrt of vague

thing which ha» never Uicen form, never »

expresned, but evidently colours all North German

life and makes it different from the life of

Southern. Western, and civilised Europe; for

Borne never occupied the Baltic plain.

But though this insufficient influence of Rome

be obviously true with regard to Northern

Germany, whose poor soil and shallow luirbours

had never tempted the Roman eagles, it is pro-

foundly untrue of Britain. By far the greater

p«rt of our historical towns can be proved to be

Roman in origin, and it is to be presumed that of

the remainder most will ultimately fiimish. or at

least could fiimUh. proofi. of a similar foundation.

But though Britain was thoroughly kneaded into

the stuff of the Empire, the accidents of the

barbarian wars lend arguments to those who

would minimise the vast effect of her early civilisa-

tion upon her subsequent history.

For the continuity of Roman speech and of

the civUisation of the Empire was sharply broken

in Britain by the invasion (gradual, but very

disastrous) of the North Sea pirates.-raids which
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THE SAXON RAIDS jj

™r^ T ^r""« P^"" throughout the

of the fifth began to triumph over the resistance ofthe native population. How fer the eflfect of these««ds was constructive, the foundation of a race, andhow for nerely destructive, the marring of a social
order, we will discuss Uter; it is sufficfent foHh^
moment topomt out that they prevented us. when

«irt.tude to our or«ms as Gaul or the Rhine or
Sp«ncouldtothei«. We have, indeed, our hagi"

Fathers of the Church and with the Imperial
centre. We had. indivH .a • u-

"P"""TTc nao, mdeed, a flourishing monastic
Vstem. but we could not say of it a. could GauL
that It w«.t right up to the time of Julian thej^te. derived from St Martin, and w« linked
wrth the memory ofa once strong and orfered state.Th«e IS. therefore, more room for discussion «,dfor denud of the Roman influence in Britain than in
jmyother province of the Empire: moreeventhan

out of the Roman genius by the Mahommedan^ h«. fossilised, as it we.* (and therefore
preserved), enormous evidences of Roman activity.
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With the darkness of the Saxon invasions to aid

them, authorities of considerable weight have been

found to advance such propositions as that the total

population of Roman Britain amounted to but Uttle

more than a million souls; that the continuity of

London, York. Leicester, and the other origmal

cities is doubtful, and so forth. There is nothing

so fantastic but it has had a home for a short space

among the historians of our universities, so long as

the phantasy was in opposition to the general spirit

of Europe and to the grandeur of the Roman name.

It, is best for a modern reader to forget these

vagaries, and to found himself upon the constant

judgment of permanent historical work—upon the

common sense, as it were, of Europe as we receive

it handed on through the historical traditions of

the Middle Ages, and as we see it developing smce

the renaissance of learning in the sixteenth century.

We can believe that Roman Britain, though we

do no* know its exact population, was very densely

populated (Gibbon, the best authority, perhaps,

puts it highest), and that, at least towards the

close of the third century, it was full of flourishing

towns, and intersected everywhere by great military

roads; it was peaceable, wealthy, and a very close

part of the Roman unity.
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THE ROMAN TOWNS gg

Sussex was no exception to this rule. Small »
populated part (virtually confined V. the coj-
pla.n. for the Downs could not be inhabited, the
v^lages of their foot-hills were few. and the beUbetween them and the Weald was difficult of
access). smaU as was that portion, it containedtwo considerable towns-Anderida and Regnum.
Andenda lay upon the site of Pevensey. R^num

let. r'- ^''»*°*''"-ttlementsithJof"

Sti^v?"""* Tr- "' «'»«»K"-''ed from the

S2 ITT^ *••" "°'"**^ ^"™* ^''^^ both by
Celtic and by Roman masters, we cannot tell. TheRoman ^mains of Lewes prove it (as does its site)to have been a place of importance since the begin-ning of h«to,y. but we camiot identify it Scertitud. Arundel, a place obviously L R a^hitherto furbished no Roman «lics. It ispo^
that B«mber was fortified; and it is iairly «rtain.

T£ u'T* ^"*"'' ''•^*°'7' ""'* *he mouth

Adurm. More than this we cannot say.
But there is contained in Sussex a further andmore striking evidence of the power of Rome thaneven the hne of the wall at ChYchester or t^e ilin^of Andenda. This is to be found i„ the gre^
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track of the Stane Street, the Roman road which

led from the East Gate of Chichester to London,

and of which so Urge a part U in actual use

This great monument of our past is equaUed by

little else in our island as a dramatic witness of the

source from which we spring. The Roman waU

between Tyne and Solway has afforded much more

food for scholarship, and is in phices of a more active

effect upon the eye. but it does not appear before

us as does the Stane Street, possessed of a constant

historic use, and expUuning the development of a

whole district.

This mUitary way can be traced, with a few gaps,

for a space of fifty miles and more; ttom the

eastern gate of Chichester to the neighbourhood of

Epsom, where it passes just between Lord Rose-

bery's house and the race-course, having crossed the

Surrey border in the neighbourhood of Ockley, and

pursued its way through Dorking churchyard across

Burford Bridge, through the gardens of Jumper

Hall, and so northwards and eastwards.

The line of it in Sussex is clear to any one who

glances at an Ordnance map. It is a hard road over

the first mile on leaving Chichester. At the village

of West Hampnet, some unknown cause m the



wTHE 8TANE STREET ^
remote pMt hw diverted it, and the origi^l li„e
« lost « the fields behind the workhol „f h"pl.ce; but w.thin .nother mUe it once more coin-
c.de^ w.th the present high red »„d goes st«ight

Aibe/o^r' ^''''^"P"" 't -» founded theAbbey of Boxgrove which, like Hyde and West-
minster and so many others, owed its site to thepresence of a great national way. It goes on overthe shoulder of Halnacker Hill, then plunge
hrough the north wood where it is no'lo^fe^

t«.eable as a road, but as a high ridge for several
miles. It emeiges upon the open grass of theDowns at Cumber Farm, where it ^i,l J^ .d.v«.on between ancient properties and modem«ed. It then climbs down the escarpment of th"
hJls upon the north side in a great curve which hasgiven Its name to the farm of Cold Harbour.-for

m English topography, is probably derived from theLatin Curbare, and marks the points where the
usually dead straight line of the Roman road was
compelled for some local «u«on to adopt a curve.

Immediately at the foot of this curve is to befound the little village of Bignor. which cont«ns

Enghmd. and which has been conjectur xl to be
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the "Ad Deciin»m"-the tenth milertone from

Chicherter. It may be the vUU of . privte ertmte

or (more probably) the miliUry reridence of •

tmiai g.rri«on. From thi. point to Pulborough

Bridge the track of the ro«l U conjectural, w.th

the exception of a few rtretche,. where, even to-

day, the diMoloration of the earth in the ploughed

fields marks the oW line in the Stane Street At

Hardham. however. ju.t before it reaches the

marshes of the Arun. its passage is clearly dis-

cernible due east of a still defined camp which

stands in between Petworth branch line and the

™dn line of the L.B.S.C.R.. just before their

junction. Immediately beyond, on the farther

side, stood the old Priory of Hardham which.

Uke Boxgrove. must have owed its site to the

neighbourhood of the way.
.^ . u ,

The remaining mile over the marshes to Pul-

boro- Bridge is. of course, absolutely lost It is a

universal rule of topography throughout Bntam

that where a Roman causeway crossed a marsh, it

has been lost in the barbaric centuries by a slow

process of sinking into the soft soil below. But the

direction which the Stane Street must have followed

when the causeway existed is not difficult to deter-

mine ; it is to be decided by a consideration which
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THE STANE STREET 57

the historians of the county have not hitherto
remarked. It is this. If one stands upon the
height of Cumber above CM Harbour Hill and
notes the direction of the Stane Street as it
crosses the Downs, one finds it pointing straight
at Pulborough Bridge. Or again, if one lays a
ruler along the line of the Stene Street upon an
Ordnance map so as to cover the section between
Halnacker and Cumber, the prolongation of that
line strkes to within a yard or two of Pulborough
Bndge. It is. therefore, as certain as anythinjr^n be that the road made for this point, that the
Roman causeway across the marsh ran directly
from Hwdham to the bridge, and that the Arun
was crossed sixteen hundred years ago at the
same place as it is to-day.

The point though new can hardly be questioned.
Ko«ls of this sort were necessarily laid down by a
method of "sighting" from one distant point of
the horizon to the other. I„ „„ other way could
their straigbtness be achieved, and there can be
no doubt that the first surveyor, in laying down the
track Irom the south to the north side of the
Downs, was guided by signals from the crest of the
ridge; the line was given him by watchers upon
the summit who could observe the parties on the
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southern slope below and the distant Arun to the

north, and who had already determined iron, that

vwtage place the point at which the river could

be most easily crossed.

At Pulborough Bridge the St«ie Street agam

becomes a hard road, and with such slight dev»-

tions as the long centuries of its history have caused

at Adversane and Parbook (they never leave the

straight by so much as fifty yards) it takes its way

right through the heart of the county. Bilhngs-

hurst stands upon it. breaking its exact line by a

growth of little encroaching freeholds. It does

not cease to be a county road for many miles

farther; it arrives at Five Oaks Green, there

enters the heart of the Weald, where even to this

day there are but very few houses ; it dwindles to a

lane, and so reaches its second crossing of the Arun

at Alfordean Bridge, where traces of Roman forti-

fication stiU appear. The remaining two and a half

miles of its cours through the county are either

lost under the plough, overgrown in thickets (such

as "Romans Wood"), or preserved as stretches of

foot-path. It is here a deserted track, and enters

Surrev at last near Ruckman's Farm.

There may have been other Roman roads ot

the regular and mUitary sort piercing the county.

it
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OTHER ROMAN WAYS b9
Some have maintained that one such ro«l ran

another from Pevensey through M.yfield ako toLondon. It « absolutely cerUin that in the

r,?" T^ *;*"' """* ^"'^ '^ -^^ foUowing^e such t^cks
: evidences of onev at least, have

been d«covered at Haywards Heath and at Reigate.
white ,t « a fe„ .nference that the ma«,h of WiLm
the Conqueror from Pevensey through Hastings upon o Hastmgs IMain. whe«> he fought his greaj
battl^ was made along an ancient way. But itmay be doubted whether any of the other lines of
communication in Sussex were of a true mUitary
nature, or possessed the permanence of what weusually C, . R„ ^^^ ^^

je
hav^ eft no evidc.ces which warrant our asserting

^tt^ T "" "* ^'"^ '"'"^ •"'t"^^ « the
great Stane Street

Sussex. We know that the industry of the EasternWea d was an iron industry. W. „,„y be fairly
certam that there must have been a Lrishing
agncuHure along the sea.pi«„ to maintain i^
great town.; but we know nothing more until we
en^er with the Saxon invasions, the beginning of
the second pfcase in the history of the county

I;;
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These invMions we themselves mythicri in

their deUils. Though the m.in fed of thejr success

lt"e e^ten. .nd southern co^t-Une is huU.nc.1

bevond dispute their story reposes upon legends.

SI:«. tJe reader need hardly be reminded, .re

Tot t;ustworthy. From the or.1 t«da.oj. o a

very barbarous people possessed of »»«"y any

coLuous institutions. split uprntodozens^frttie

tribes which differed from e«:h other m oca

pato». and were possessed of no un.ty or naUonal

Lit. the tales of the pirate ra,ds were hand^ on

tS^at last they were written down hundreds of

years after, when ei^«-^- J'^^^^ ;:%r^re
trated into the southern and eastern pan. o

it and a sort of -de literature couW re^nse^

givethemforwhattheywereworth.
.At^^rtioTua

L probably mythical being. calW ^Jhe legend

..Adla." is reported to have effected the first

regular Unding upon the Sussex -st towards^h

beginning of the sixth century or rather to have

tu^ed into a permanent ''e^^--*
f"l^J^^

porary raids which had been common for a century

inu^ination was the faU of Andenda^ So v.ojnt

^the effect produced upon the victims and the.r
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THE BREAK-DOWN OP ROME „!

''tormed. Thfa. oHoul '^
"''"' *'"' "^^ -«''

other histo^ of the sort'lr*™^' *'"" ""^
PointingtoVhe Jil"„; .'" '* '^ valuable J
-as. moreover, one 7the 'IJ: f™^?^ ^"'^«"<^«

-here. i„ the break-do^JthTB " "'^''"'^

municipal life was «Pt. n 7 """ Empire.

knowbVtheeviZceof:^''^*-y^- ^-w^
very different thto "I .

''^^-^tn^^ (which is a

Paratively sh rt IseTf?"'^'
*""* »^' *"«-

from the^ime:;^et™Lrt^''""•''^^«'"
were still standing and th?T '"'""^ -«""

What form thf d.« ^^'^ ^'"' ""inhabited.

-not te^butVeTalT' "^^ *"'' -^'^^

-

-verity from th:*'b::L'r^--^f-f its

Wuage. Weknowth«f ^''^ ""«ve
'oots of Sussex J^^e nim ""-'t

"'*'' *''« Celtic

-""« of its i'^^^-'^f^he purely Celtic

Po^ibly RomanLr.5r .

*'' '^^^^'^ »»d
Teutonic admixtr^:l'2 ^^. '""'-^ '^ «

*<> •--P«rablefr„r, Jim ^ '"*"''

»rSorf.e^-r^-^^^^^^^^^^^^
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"hursts" up and down the south of England, is

almost certainly a Teutonic ending.

It is to be noted that Teutonic terminations are

particularly noticeable along the coast itself, from

whence the invasion of the pirates came. Hastmgs

is entirely an un-L,atin and un-Celtic name. So is

Selsea. So is Shoreham. Half the names along

»he Sussex coast must be purely Teutonic ;
and even

of the remainder one cannot be sure how much of

their framework has survived since the days before

the pirate invasion. Thus "ness" (as in Dungeness)

may be Northern, but it may also be Latin.

We can, again, be certain of the thoroughness of

the cataclysm by the effect of the invasion upon the

philosophy of the place. In Sussex, whatever may

have happened elsewhere, there was a complete

disappearance of the Chrktian religion. The raids

must have been many and severe, and the last

permanent settlement of the baibarians successful,

to have produced such a result For Britain round

about the year 500 was obviously as Christian

as any other province, and to have destroyed

Christianity in the period which saw St Eligius

and Dagobert in their full power beyond the

narrow English Channel necessarily means that

the attack was very powerful and very ruthless.
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EXTINCTION OF CHMSTIANITy 68

ChL? 11
'*^'!"'" imporUnce to i„s«t upon theChnrt«n.ty of .v,««.^ i„ th« aspect. For „ wecor».der the «,„th of Eng.^.d.'^hich 1 tlmo« c.vj,«d portic, f the «I.„d, we ren,«k th.t

.Und wh.ch «,«„ui„ed . continuity of the faith.In Ken^ aga.n, there w« very probably . relicof Chr^tmn.ty. A Christie, queen w«, upon thehrone there a hundred years before the neiSJur!
ngcountyhadsomuchasheardofthegosM AChr«t«„ church was in existence i„ LZbu^
sutL f"* r '""•'^-^hough whether it h2survved from Rom«. time, we cannot tell; nor

Hwnpshuts and Dorsetshire, except that we mavP^sumethat the Chruaian religio'nand thTtrZ
t.0^ of c.vJ.sat.on could hardly h^ve been quitedestroyed upon the borders o the ChristianSevern valley and of the Christian DaZ2n
pemnsula. to which were so continually flow^;
themfluences of Christian Britt«,y and Christi^

it'of'Th?'^':"'"
"^"^ ^- ^"-^ *'''^°-

a^one of the southern counties, we may stete it J
^Z'^'

-^- *>-* civilisation iTH;
destroyed, and that the feith which is the cenirS
expression of civili ,tio„ was stamped out

m i



04 SUSSEX

Another line of argument le«di to the »ine

conclusion. It is that drawn from the story of St.

Wilfrid. In this story we see St Wilfirid in his

exUe landing in Sussex, and finding the barUrUns

Men to so low an ebb that they had even lost the

craft of fishing. The Roman arts had. of course,

long ago disappeared. . : b quite possible that men

had here even forgotten how to plough in the

general break-down which followed the coming of

the pirates. At any rate there was a famine when

St WUfrid came. St Wilfred taught them how

to make nets, and there foUowed what always

follows when savages come across civUisation (if that

civilisation U beneficent)—the savages accepted

it en bloc, customs, faith, and aU; even in their

fragmentary records they talk henceforth of " Ides
"

and "Kalends." They made St Wilfred their

bishop, and he established his see (possibly from a

vague tradition of the Roman times) at Selsea.

The place in which he built his first cathedral is

now perhaps u.ider the sea. The Roman buildings

and the establishments of the city were already in

danger, when, in the eleventh century, the see was

removed to the neighbouring town of Chichester,

where it remained in a continuous tradition which

lasted til! the Reformation. The district of Selsea
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lingered on„ . b.tch of faUnd, fl,HxJ«i .t high tidrunt.1 comp.«tively «ce„t time*. It U «2d tlJt'

r^The
?*:"'" ''"""" *"« p-*^"

"- '-
«pid curT' ,

"" ""'y • P"''. •"«' th.t the

sp«^.ded to . ravme .n th.t royal domain. At .ny

™ck. and shallow., mixed up with which we Ly
STn K ^ ^' "'"* "' "'" K»™"' •"<« early

here stand, upon it a lighthouse which is one ofthe p.mc.p^ marks of the Sussex coast; nor ca";

^v to «! i *• ^'•^ <' »» "»«" «>» their
J-y^to Southampton all p«„ „..tside: the fishing-boats and coastmg- vessels can tako tne short!,mner pass •ire if th»„ u T; snorter

rr * ' " *"*y •"•^e a tide with 'emthrough the Looe stream.
'

Mvent of the Normans is obscure and meaareHe^^ m the rest of Enghmd. the barbaTiT:;the Dark Ages was tempered, of course, by the

of the Catholic Church, but they remained barbaricand nowhere more barbaric than in Britain tSwound of the Saxon invasion was nev;;j,t

iiteii
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healed. There are those who maintain that we

feel its effects to this day.

From the period of the conversion which may

rouKhly be said lo have occupied the last twenty

years of the seventh century, right away down to

ihe tenth, with its violent internal convubions

ending in the Danish conquest, Sussex almc«t

disappears from history. It is true to say that m

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle of this period we hear

more of Gaul than we do of the English county.

It must have been singularly free from the storm

of the Danish invasions until close upon the end ot

the ninth century, when we get the landing ot

Hasting and his march up the valley of the

Rother. But even that raid felled, for Alfred had

already restored peace to the south of England.

It is at this period also that we begin to have

historical evidence of the existence of the fortified

places of Sussex.

The opportunities afforded by Arundel, Bramber.

Lewes, and the rest must have been recognised

from prehistoric times. There also existed from

prehistoric times the great entrenchments on the

Downs. But it is not untU the close of the nmth

Md beginning of the tenth centuries that we get

documentary proofs of the way in which these
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THE STHATE6IC POINTO „

centum Ar!„5^w:^Xi°' T^^
• king's castle.

^ *^ ""** "'"^X

by a ditchLr th^e zr::s^''' ^^-'-^

it with the Downs, w. 7 *'°""'***

ItttTe:t ^1"* *° ''^ '-•"^' -" «t thatI^<lat^ the recogn^^ed capital of the whole county

In a word, all the uans of th.. n

ot the Norman invaders. But of the
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rest of the development of the county in S«on

times we know so very little that even conjecture

is hardly worth our while. The place-names sre

all that indicate to us what Saxon foundation the

towns and villages of the Weald may have received.

Their gradual development, the grantmg of their

charters, and the documentary proof of the^ exist-

ence and commereial importance we do not get

untU after the Conquest. These proofs we shatt

be able the better to examine when we come to

that event, and especially when we analyse the way

in which the rape of Bramber grew up under the

leadership of the Warrens.

The end of the barbaric period in the reign of

Edward the Confessor, and its enormous effect upon

the future of England, are. however, assocuited with

the county; and the complete obscurity within

which it had lain for so many generations is partuOly

compensated for by the name of Godwin. That

jjreaVearl. with his strength, his vices, ^d his

ambitions, was altogether a Sussex "an. He was

the son of Wulnoth. a knight of the South Saxons.

It has sometimes been regretted that feudalism

in England did not follow the line which it did on

the Continent, and that the various districts of

England were not coalesced under great overlords.
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GODWIN ^
thelifeof the lution. ThcM «««*. '""""V

t^hmcd sen* .„d for . merely milju^ JLn. J
Contnor'"""' "^"'''^^y^r under^th"Conque«,r hold manors in yet krger numbers, but
Jrtudly (we may presume) .nd with s tr^^orf

msedto^y. There is Seeding which is under^e

Si^ ^^""f" •"'^ W«hington dose by.Godwm, mdeed. for his economic power repoZl

hi^"""*^'"^**^"-««--Ph«isedby

rest™Ent! l"^ ''""'»"*^ «"^=^ '*« the^ of Enghnd. re-enters history. And that in

\m
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• peculiw mwiner. for. m hw been leen, of til

the dUtricU of Engluid, Sumex h»d »u«fered the

dcepert eclipse during the tarbwric period. »nd by

the peculiar f«ct th«t the invwion of civilisation

came from Normandy, was most advantaged in the

period immediately following. The contrast wai.

abrupt and striking. Here was a district of which.

as we have seen, practically no mention is made

between theM of the Roman power and the last

efforts of Godwin, It is cut off from the rest of

Engtand by the Andred's Weald. The only con-

siderable story in connection with it is that of its

conversion. It can boast no great monasteries

founded in that time, as all the rest of EngUnd

can boast ; it can show no great military leader, nor

even the scene of any great mUitary disaster, for

Ockley itself was beyond its borders. The advent

of the last invaders, but invaders this time who

bring with them constructive power and the tM

European tradition, is from the shore immediately

opposing its own. A short day's saU away there

ran the coast of Normandy, where a race of

Gallo-Romans. with a slight but transforming

admixture of Scandinavian Mood, were chafing

under their superabundant energy. Already for

nearly a century a great intercourse must have

j.
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71
THE NORMAN INVASION

H^ld saUed
;
the Court of Edward had b^„tu

ma^btUe boat to s^ how the advance of the arts«ft^ darkness of the ninth centur, „ust ha^

""nresT^^^-itr/"''-"''^'"^

r=tT-^-^-^--a:ed^^;:a fresh south-westerJy wind between tl,„
and the evening of T su^^Sr;; ZTZfrom Dieppe into Rye with such a wTnd ol hquarter during the daylight of aW «;' Z^n

V^r in tht
" r' '^''"" **"«» fr- St.

PevSev H T "' '""«• «« '""ded at«vensey. He marched along the coast i-. W..t

A pedantic discussion, mto which we need n„f

wh^ h"::r '"""' ^"^ ^-^* name oflts^wftere the battle was fought Oneoffi,» • .
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" Senlac." It is just possible that he was mis-spell-

ing some local mime. Halmicker is simiUrly mis-

spelt "Hanac" in the title deeds of Boxgrove Abbey.

But the name as it stands is a Gascon name, and in

aU probability was given to some portion of the

Und long after the tattle because a Gascon genUe-

man had acquired manorial rights there. Every

other authority alludes to it as Hastings, or

Hastings Plain, and every Sussex man can see

why, for there is nothing commoner in the country

than the callmg bf one of the uplands by the name

of some neighbouring, inhabited, and settled spot

in the lowlands, possibly because the inhabitants of

that neighbouring and inhabited spot had some

sort of territorial rights in the upland place so

named. Thus one has on the Downs, between

Arundel and Goodwood, " Fittieworth Wood," six

or seven miles away firom Fittieworth itself; and the

use of the word " plain " for a stretch of the upUnds

is as common as can be,—for instance Plummers

Plain between Lowe. Beeding and Handcross.

We may take it, then, for the purposes of this

short description, that among the Saxons of the

time, or rather the local Sussex men of the time,

"Hastmgs Plain" was the name given to the

hiU of stunted trees and grass up which the
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THE NOWIAN WEALD „
8;^^"?^ "*" "" *"•* October .ft™,.By sunset the «.ue w« determined. .„d the victory

-8 1.0 jiurope. The disorders of the rhi.,v.i.we« reformed. . cent«lised .nd efflci „ goZment w« .„tr«Iueed. the .^ „f buUding r^^^

In connection with the Norman Conquest it i.of some h.toricl importance to aslc one's sSwhatwas the remaining function of the W^I J?^t forest which «„ along the risillt,^;';!

We haTe''
'"' T'^ '"^^^ onll^h

'

We have seen that in prehistoric times theWeald w*. undoubtedly the obst«;le whTct a1lunrted Sussex and made all this dSct a^rftitprovmce with its towns on the sea. Th.T
pierced the Weald -vith

^™'"''

and proJlyT^l,"!"'"' ^' ™''**'y "^
not s^tle it thTC One"

"'" ^"* ^"^'^ ^"^

elusion of the Roman period, but with the advent

MfB
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rf the b«b.r»ns it fell again, as did so many other

parts of Europe, into the prehistoric <''>^i^''°'^'^

we have at least one allusion in Anglo-Saxon history

Tit^ Lertion. in the story of that Saxon lung

who fled during the tenth century f^om h. enem^

and hid in the Weald for many months. We know

then that in Roman times it was traveled by at

Zt one great military ro«l and probably by severa

others; that in the Dark Ages it was certainly a

dividing line between the coast distnct and the

ThamJ valley; that in the thirteent.i«id four-

teenth centuries it was thoroughly civdiscd ^m^

The main historical question or doubt relate to the

Lenth century. Was this old wild cond.t.™i of

the forest a complete b«rier to any t»vel north-

ward from the co«.t at the time of the Conquest

J
It may be seriously doubted that it was such a

barrier It is probable that a certain amount of

^:Li.tion'between North and Sout 1«^

already arisen, and. as we shall see m a moment, it

«

certain that communication became very vigorous

nie centuries immedUtely succeeding Hastings.

The nature of the obstacle, it must be re-

membered, hasbeen mistaken by historians, notably
lemocrcu.

smaller

by Freeman and by Oreen. ana "^

Jodem men, such as Mr. Davis and Mr. Oman
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m wh.eh enemies could hide. It. chief eatct^«s a barrier was that of loneliness P„r 7smeen or twenty ™,«, fo, , J "^^ ^^ --

-this Old ch.™cterL\:L"ie:t:s—;
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one who walltt dong the SUne Street from Five

OiJts Green to Ockley. But you certwnly could

not h»ve gone Ave mMe. without Mcmg some

evidence of man's .ctivities— a road, a wall, a

well, a felled tree, or a cast weapon. The Weald

was, therefore, never a military obstacle, and to

talk about the " impenetrable forest of the Weald

checking WiUiam the Conqueror after the Battle

of Hastings U to show complete ignorance of the

nature of Sussex. It was. however, an obstacle to

the spread of ideas, speech, folklore, and the rest, and

did maintain the isoUtion of Sussex down to quite

recent times. U keeps traces of that character stiU.

WUliam then was not prevented from his march

on London by the Weald. He went back at his

leisure to the sea coast to secure hb communications,

marched up to Dover, garrisoning every harbour

on his way. and then took the great north-east

road through Kent, which has been the line of

invasion, of commerce, and foreign travel m our

island from the very origins of history.

His own personal effort appears after this to

pass from the history of the county, but the effect of

the invasion upon Sussex was, as we have just

remarked, enormous. It will be seen from what has

preceded this that the field lay open for the effects

l.fiii il
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THE NORMAN OBGANISATION 77
rf the new vigou,. Nowhere h«l the rem^ints ofRoman ciyilmtion more thoroughly decayed. TheoW Bn^sh stock and the admixtui such'«< itw^ofTeutomc blood had mixed to form a popuhti^
very much what we see to-day in the SlLges of

tn ""* "' *"'' J^P'^ -- ''""'^ with

2^t h**".^'.
"* " ^-^^ *»" »"d •«««, with the

Jght ha«r. the slow gait, and the heavy bodies ofthe marsh men from Frisia and the Baltic

thel^""
**" «<*««nL«ation of Sussex begins from

In the administrative division of the county

.?S1?Z"' """'' ""^ '^PP^ -*• though
It must not be imagmed that there was anything
ongmal m the selection of the particular dis^ictfThe clear Norman brain and the weighty Norm«,
power would certainly make definite boundaries
where before there had been nothmg but the vagu^

hmits of the separate parts of the county ; but the
gen«al set of the divisions was certainly inherited
by the Norman from the older and semi-barbaric
state of things. Moreover, even after the Norman
organBation was foUy established, the exact bound-
»nes of each Rape were not always very weU
determmed. Thus the parish of Slindon remained

Iji
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for centuries doubtful between Arundel and

Chichester Rape, to which last it has finally been

attributed. ,

In number the Rapes were six. and were caUed

after the towns of Chichester. Arundel, Bramber.

Lewes. Pevensey, and Hastings.

It will be noted that in each case a town which

could be reached by ships was chosen as the basis

of the division, and that the tides of the Channel

here, as always, were the creators of the county

The importance which the county was to ho.d

in the new state of affairs is marked at once by the

names of those to whom four of the Rapes were

given : Montgon.ery. Braose. Warren, and Moreton.

all of them closely connected with the tamdy ct the

Conqueror, and all of them set, not as proprietors

but as military overlords over a vast number of

manors. It would probably be seen, if an exact

computation were taken, that, with the exception

of the counties Palatine, feudal power was nowhere

more concentrated than on this stretch of the sea

coast Here it was that WUliarn s invasion had

proved successful; here that new dangers might

be expected; here, therefore, that he organised in

the most thorough manner and under chiefe most

closely connected with himself and his family, the
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BUILDING UP OP LEWES RAPE 79
drfe^ceofthel«.d. These few men count betweenthem flve-sevenths of the whole county

Before speaking of what was probably thepr.nc.p.1 economic factor i„ the new life wh chSussex received feom the invasion, the founda o„

the best example we can take to exhibit this

sc; Ve'dT '^"^•'^•^ '"*° **"= '-•'* °^

W^Tll >
'^"'"'""' •" "verlordship.We shaU see ,t spreading from the centre of ii-ncent cap.t.1. fed. it may be pr^umed. from itancent harbour, and slowly extending northward aJunsd.ct.on gradually acquired over the WeaR1later even overleaping the northern bounda^r „f

wot"?:?*" ''"^'^holeprocessoccupiedalut

'nir I'T ""*= *"*>" "« *"« <=hief points
>n the growth of t.iis Rape of Lewes.

Adur to the west, and the strip of land runsnorth and south between these two river valleys'
rt starts from the sea coast by which entrrb.'
^ademto^thecounty.and loses itself in the fL:

Its principal town, Lewes, has all those charac-

^;i
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I

teristics which distinguish the central towns of the

countrysides of Western Europe, save that it

possesses no cathedral. It is a place naturally

susceptible of fortification. It is Roman, and

probably pre-Roinan in its origins. It possesses a

natural means of approach in the shape of the river

beneath it ; good water, a dry and naturally well-

drained soil, and (a peculiar feature which is to be

discovered in every case throughout Gaul. Northern

Italy. Western Germany, and Britain) it lies, not in

the centre, but right to one side of the countryside

which t»vk( J its name from it. TliU feature, which

is so marked in the case of the great Norman

bishoprics and of most other divisions of the

later Empire, is probably due to the fact that

where a river or range of hills or great forest

formed a natural boundary for a district, it at the

same time formed the main natural defence for the

chief stronghold of that district. Whatever the

cause may be. the chief towns of the various

divisions into which Western Europe has fallen are

nearly always near the frontier of those divisions.

Canterbury is near the sea; Edinburgh near the

north of the Lothians. Rouen is by no means

central as to Normandy. Even Avranches, Bayeux,

and Coutances are upon the edges of their re-
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MIUTAHY VALUE OF LEWES 81

speetive dioc««. And in this county of Sussex,
Chichester, the cathedral town, is close to thew^tem border. Arundel is right up against the
border of ,ts own Rape. Bramber withTa stones
throw of .ts eastern boundary. Pevensey alone is
somewhat central. Hastings is again thrown up
towards the eastern side of the belt which takes
Its name.

Lewes, then, is the stronghold upon which the
chance division of the county had grown up in theDark Ag.^. The Normans come; they add to
the Saxon fortifications a great Norman castle, and
they define more accurately the Bape whose general
conception they have inherited from the men whom
they have just conquered. They survey (the
nsults of their survey remain in Doomsday), andhavmg done so. for the next four or five genem-
tions they push northward, increasing the agri-
cultural value of the villages as they cultivate thin
and extending the rule of man over nature fiirthe^
and farther into the forest of the Weald.

The constructive eifort of the Norman begins
by his arrangement of government. He settles
upon ««ch of the great divisions the head of some
great family, who is nominally the overlord of
numerous parishes within that boundary, and who

1
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is practically the head of the garrison of the central

castle, and the receiver of certain smaU dues from

the numerous villages or manors of which he is

technicaUy the lord. In the case of Lewes th«

function fell, as we have seen, *» Wjlliam of

Warren, who was a son-in-law of William the

Conqueror, and had distinguished himself m the

fight upon Hastings Plain. His residence is in the

Castle at Lewes, and undoubtedly his chief political

function is to guferd this entry to the county. He

rebuUds that castle, and he is the custodian of the

local survey.

What he does for a port we cannot teU at this

distance of time. We know that the marshy land

at the foot of the castle was not an estuary of the

sea at this epoch, and was probably even passable

in the eleventh century. We know this from the

coins and relics which have been found m it. We

know also that the present harbour of Newhaven

was diverted later than the Conquest, and that the

old mouth of the river ran somewhat to the east of

it We may conjecture with great probabUity that

the port upon which Lewes was dependent for its

commerce and provisions and remforcements^ was

somewhere near the old mill-pond between New-

haven and Shoreham.
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LEWES RAPE INLAND 88

Chief among the manors dependent on Lewes
and the personality ofDe Warren we find Brighton
under its old Saxon name. It is a large and im-
porUnt place. It controls the chief arable district
which falls within thecommand of Lewes Castle and
of the Rape thereto appertaining. Rottingdean.
next to it, also comes into the great survey, for
Rottingdean is along the sea, and the parishes along
the sea, as we have so frequently had occasion to
repeat, are historicaUy the first and economically
the most valuable of Sussex.

The next belt inland, the belt of the Downs,
was uninhabited then as it is to-day, and will be
perhaps throughout a remote future. But the
old villages upon the strip of fertUe land to the
north of them are abeady well developed by
the time the Normans come. Nay, they were
Roman before they were Saxon, for Clayton and
Ditchling, the two principal centres of the string
of villages in this part, contain Roman remains.
Keymer also is in Doomsday. So is Huretpierpoint,
under the name of Herste. Immediately north-
ward you get the line of villages which are not
developed until the wealth and the population of
England have increased with the advent of the
new civilisation. Typical of these is Cuckfield.

Ill
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It is not mentioned in Doomsday. It was then

perhaps mere forest It is not untU the thirteenth

century that it gets its market (from Henry III.),

and we know that at that moment it was land held

of the Warrens. FinaUy, at the very end of the

same century, within a few years of the meet-

ing of the great parliament of Edward I., and in

the seventh year of his reign, we get the first hint

of the demarcation of the Sussex border on the

forest ridge. There is an inquiry into the rights of

the Warrens to the free hunting of ground game in

the forest of Worth, which extends over the crest

of the forest ridge and down on to the Surrey side.

Here we have an excellent example of the way

in which the overlapping of Sussex into what is

geographicaUy Surrey occurred. The Warrens are

very powerful nobles, much more powerful than

those lordships in the Surrey towns who hold

positions of no strategic importance, and whose

garrisons were therefore not heavily endowed at

the time of the Conquest. Being great lords

the Warrens extend their hunting as far north

as they can into the Weald. They go right up

through the forest, over the ridge, and down on

to the Surrey side. There is (it may be presumed)

some complaint agamst them for this extravagance,
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THE END AT WORTH 88

or some jetlousy on the part of the Crown. They
•re examined, and under the inquisition come out
triumphant

; so that the effect of their family and
of the Conqueror's original disposition in the Rape
may be said to have come to its final result when
their claim over the extreme limit of tiie forest
ridge was granted by Edward I., and Worth
Forest was admitted to be within their jurisdiction
and therefore within the county.

This sketch model, as it were, of the way in

which a rape has been buUt up,—first, the sea fort-

ress, then the Wealden market-town, and lastly, the
definition of the forest boundary.—may be borne in
mind as we deal with the other five similar divisions

into which Sussex fell.

Lewes Rape, which we have just been consider-
ing, is the very central Rape of the whole county.
If a line be drawn through Stanmer Park from
north to south, and prolonged to the sea on one
side and to the Surrey border on the other, such a
line will be discovered to bisect the county into
two almost exactly equal areas, and to bisect the
Rape of Lewes in very much the same proportion.

Lewes Rape is not only central, but is also the
backbone, as it were, upon which the county has
been built up. It is this which makes its develop-
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86 SUSSEX

ment so typical of the general history of Sussex.

The three Rapes to the west of it and the two

Rapes to the east have been somewhat more open

from the beginning of history, but not until one has

understood Lewes Rape does one understand the

growth of the Bramber, Chichester, and Arundel

Rapes to the west, nor of those of Pevensey and

Hastings to the east. For all, like Lewes, grew

up from the sea, from the harbour mouth and a castle

at the back of it,) on northward through the old

British villages under the Downs, till at last they

stretched into the Weald and overlapped into

what should properly be Surrey. But this process,

though common to all, was modified in every

special case by special circumstances to which we

shall presently allude.

The Rape of Pevensey is of a curious shape.

It narrows somewhat towards the middle and

bulges out towards the top, or north end. This

appears to be the contrary of what one would

expect in a Sussex division, the important part

of which always lay round the sea coast, but the

cause of the shape thus assumed by the Rape is

that in its northern part the iron industry had

arisen long before the Norman Conquest, and had

thus opened up the Weald ; it had also made the

Efs
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PEVEN8EY RAPE 87

goverament of the area and the collection of taxes
from it a subject of ambition for the strongest of
the neighbouring lords.

Such a lord was found in the Earl of Moreton,
the brother-in-law of the Conqueror, who held the
Castle ofPevensey.andwhowas the firstcontroUerof
the district after the full Norman organisation began.

Here, as in the case of Hastings, but unlike every
other Bape, the seat of government, Pevensey,
was actually upon the sea.

The name of Pevensey is instructive of its

antiquity. It is probably derived from Celtic
roots signifying "the fort;ification at the far end of
the wood," which would exactly describe an im-
portant and fortified sea-coast town situated as
Pevensey was situated to the forest from which
it took its Roman name; for "Anderida," or
"Andresio," certainly refers to the Weald, the
Celtic forest of "Andred," of which the Saxons
made "the Andredswald."

Incidentally one may digress to point out how
crude and insuflicient is the greater part of our
hurried modem phUology. But for an accident no
one would have been able to work out the mean-
ing of this name of Pevensey. It was gradually
shortened (after passing through the strangest

! 1,:B
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88 SUSSEX

fonns) to " Pemsey," a comparatively recent change

in the spelling, due perhaps to local patriotism, or

perhaps to the aflfectation of some studious landlord

who, in reproducing the ancient form, gave us the

present spelling of the word, from which we are

able to trace its ancient Celtic roots ; but how many

place-names up and down South England must

have been wrongly ascribed to Teutonic origin from

our ignorance of the local method of pronunciation 1

It is doubtfiil whether anything of Roman

structure remains in Pevensey, though much of the

material used in the castle is Roman, and though

the towers of that fortification are round. It is

enough to remark, that after the long night of the

Saxon period the town shared m the general renais-

sance of South England which followed the Norman

Conquest To give but one indication of this : it

trebled in population in twenty years. There is

little doubt that at this period, that is, throughout

the end of the eleventh century, the whole of the

twelfth, and beginning ofthe thu1«enth, the harbour

lay beneath the mound of the present ruins. The

contour lines, slight as they are in elevation, and

the nature of the soil are enough to prove this

;

nor is it difficult, as one stands on the height of

Pevensey Castle, to reproduce the scene which must
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PEVEN8EY TOWN g^
h«ve presented itself to the eye of . man livi™,
SIX hundred years .go when he looked northwarfsMd ewtwards at high tide. The great nuirshy flats
of the Level were a shallow bay covered by the sea
out of which bry there rounded in towards him a
harbour protected from every side except the north-
east, and even from that side exposed to no lonir
drive of the weather. This harbour, which wm
naturallyshallow. was probablydeepened artificially
whether before or during the Roman occupation •

It remamed serviceable until past the close of that
twelfth century which produced so many great
changes in the physical condition as in the political
constitutions of Western Europe. Thus Pevensey
IS one of the first of the lesser towns ofEngUnd to
receive its borough charter. It gets that charterm the nmth year of King John, and it counts «,
being politicaUy the most important of the Cmque
Ports. untU there felU upon it the fete which has
feUen upon every south-country harbour in turn
It was destroyed by that upon which it had lived,
the sea. The beginning of the disaster, a mixture
of drift sUting up the harbour and of encroachment
and breakmg-down of its defences, may be dated
from the middle of the thirteenth century, and after
this date the decline continues with such rapidity

13
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th«t before the end of the French wms Pevensey

is hardly a town. It haa declined ever since.

You get in the Rape of Pevensey, as in that of

Lewes, the universal Sussex rule that the inhabited

places are first found in the neighbourhood of the

sea. But this rule is modified in the case of

Pevensey Rape by the ironstone of the Eastern

Weald. But for the industry arising from the use

of this the forest ridge of Ashdown would have

remained as lonely as that of St Leonards. As it

was, many places upon either slope of the ridge

are known to have been inhabited from the earliest

times ; for instance, Mayfield, which may properly

be regarded as a foot-hill of Ashdown Forest,

and as a part of the true Weald, is connected

with the name of St Dunstan, and formed one of

that procession of ecclesiastical palaces which the

See of Canterbury held all along the centre of the

county, and of which the last westward is Slindon.

Again, Rotherfleld is, quite possibly, as old as Offi,

or older ; at least dues from that parish were claimed

by the Monastery of St Denis near Paris, which

dues were said to have been bequeathed by Bertoald,

one of Offa's lieutenants, during the lifetime of

Charlemagne, and before the close of the eighth cen-

tury. Frant though we do not hear of it by name
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HASTINGS HAPE 91

untU much later, was undoubtedly ofgreat antiquity,
and formed a sort of appendage to Rotherfleld.

When, however, one gets over the empty ridge
of Ashdown and south on to the slope which looks
at the Downs, the natural isotation of the Weald is
to be traced. Buxted, for instance, is not heard
of before 1298, though later it has the fine reputa-
tion of having cast the first cannon ever made i„
England. Uckfield close by is of no importance
until the sixteenth century. When we turn to
the sea coast, on the contrary, everything at once
proves the antiquity of settlements in that neigh-
bourhood. For example, you have discoveries at
Alfrwton, just behind Beechy Head, of British
corns; you have HaUsham, mentioned in the
Norman Survey

; and on Mount Caburn. just above
the Vale of Glynde, are some of the most perfect
piehistOTic fortifications in the county.

The Bape of Hastings has, further, exceptions
of Its own, for here we come to the narrow eastern
end of the county where there is no long hinterland
of Weald to give us the normal development of
the Sussex Rape. But even here there is a trace
of that slower rising of the inland as compared
with the sea-coast sites ; thus Robertsbridge is the
child of a monastery of the central Middle Ages

m
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Battle was so little known until the great fight of

1066 that even its name appears in doubt at that

epoch. On the other hand, Crowhurst we know to

have been held by Harold. Bexhill is mentioned

in Doomsday, and we know of the existence of

Winchelsea and of Rye at the same epoch.

The mention of these two towns cannot be

allowed to pass without some description of their

fate as seaports.

Winchelsea, like Pevensey, contained, hooked

in behind a peninsula of land, a harbour protected

from the prevailing south-westerly winds, and here,

as at Pevensey, it is possible to stand to-day and

notice what original opportunities must have led to

the later and partly artificial harbour. Tts import-

ance continued, as did that of Pevensey, hito the

middle of the thirteenth century, when the first of

its disasters began in an overwhelming high tide.

Rye is still a port, the port of the mouth of the

Rother ; but what a port, only those know who

have attempted to make it even in the smallest of

craft 1 Unless there should arise some local in-

dustry which will make it worth while to dredge

the river and establish an expensive system of

leading marks into its mouth, Rye within another

hundred years will be no more than Sandwich.
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HASTINGS TOWN gg

The antiquity of the town of Hastings itself is
among the most mteresting points m the history
of Sussex, as is also the name which the town
bears. This name is usually ascribed to the pirate
Hasting, or Hasten, who ravaged the coast and
later sailed up the Thames, at the very end of the
Danish nvasions, during the reign of Alfred. It
is at any rate one of the very few important Sussex
names which are certainly and wholly Teutonic,
and, if its derivation be exactly guessed, it is the
only place-name in the county derived from the
name of a man, for the derivation of Chichester
from Cissa, the son of Aella, is obviously as legendary
as the derivation of Portsmouth from " Port," or
indeed any other of the Anglo-Saxon myths.

The antiquarian does not discover at first sight
what feature it was which led to the early importance
of Hastings. But, on a further consideration, it may
be conjectured that the rive of the place depended
upon the conjunction of two things not often found
together, a safe beach and a strong isolated hiU.

Allusion has already been made, in the earlier
part of this book, to the importance of a good
beach in early navigation. As common a way as
any other of making land, until the development
of shipping in the later Middle Ages, was that still

I
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94 SUSSEX

adopted by our South Coast fishermen. The vessels,

though large, were of a shallow draft and of a broad

beam ; they were run upon the beach with a careful

choice of the right moment between the breakers,

and before the momentum of their "weigh" was

wholly spent, two or three hands standing ready

forward had leapt into the shallow water, and had

prepared to direct the bows of the vessel over some

form of roller when the next sea should thrust her

farther up the shore. When once the bows had

taken the roller above the sea line, the rest was

easy. The advancing seas would necessarily push

the vessel farther up the slope, and when a second

or third roller had been placed under the keel a

dozen or so of the crew could move even a heavy

vessel up out of the way of the high tide. Nor

would craft with so shallow a section as those used

in the Dark and early Middle Ages have careened

over to one sido or another at all dangerously during

the process of beaching. But for this manoeuvre

to be su'-cess<'ul a particular kind of beach is re-

quired; the slope must be even, or one might

damage one's vessel against an abrupt bulge of it.

It must not be too steep, or the rolling of tlie

vessel will be too laborious for the crew. It must

not be too slight, or the distance along which the
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MILITAHY IMPORTANCE OF HASTINGS 95

vessel has to be rolled will be too great to make
the effort worth whUe. In material it must be
firm and hard—a quality which gave its pre-

eminence to the sand of Deal, for if it be shifty

or sinking the difficulty of beaching the boat may
be insuperable.

Now all these characters are to be discovered in

the shingle at Hastings, and added to these is the
presence of a strong and easily fortified eminence.

The importance of this sort of refuge can easily

be minimised by the modern historian, but those
acquainted with the conditions of an earlier time
will appreciate its value. A fortress now serves,

as Napoleon well put it, "to save time," and serves
little else in military purpose. In a sense this has
always been the chief value of a fortress, b-'^ when
one was dealing with smaller forces, more

i.
^ionate

and less constant in motive than those of to-day,

and far more easilydisintegrated than is a thoroughly
civilised army, time was of far greater value in a
campaign. Again, the defence was easier with a
smaller body of nr tn account of the comparative
inefficiency of projectiles, the comparative lack of
training of the assaulting infantry, and the pre-
dominance of cavahy tactics, between the fall of
the Roman Empire and the invention of fire-arms.
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It may be roughly asserted that the power of the

defensive behind properly constructed works grew

to a maximum from the fifth to the middle of the

twelfth century, remained almost stationary till the

close of the thirteenth, and only slowly declined

during the sieges of the French wars in the succeed-

ing hundred years.

Now under such conditions the importance of

hills such as that of Hastings was very great.

Here a garrison could, properly commanded, hold

out almost indefinitely ; it could, therefore, cover a

landing or repel an invasion ; it could gather undci-

its protection a large and increasing population.

The shape of the hill was precisely that requu-ed

for fortification in the Dark and Middle Ages. It

is, in its best form, an example of what you will

find also at Chateau Gaillard in Nonnand- and, to

a lesser degree, at Lewes and Arundel in this same

county of Sussex, namely, a sort of peninsula or

spur with a crowning summit of its own, united

with the hills behind it by a comparatively narrow

neck, over which assault should be impossible. In

the modem sense and referring to modem artillery,

such positions are extremely bad, for they are

commanded by the higher range at their back ; as

Arundel is comi mded by the heights of the
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MILITARY IMPORTANCE OP HASTINGS VI

P«rk. Lewes by Mount Hai-y, and Chateau
Gaillard by the woods locaUy known as "La
Ferme"; indeed, in the case o. this latter castle
the conquest of PhUip Augustus was largely due
to the fact that missile weapons, even in his age.
were just within range of the castlr from the
heights to the south and east. But though, under
modem conditions, such situations are bad, under
the conditions of at least the eleventh and esrly
twelfth cej turies, they were ideal. When William
the Conqueror held Hastings there were no
methods by which projectUes of sufficient strength
could be thrown at the castle from the hills to
the north-east, though a hundred years later, by
the time of the Third Crusade, and later still,

during the attack on the Norman castle '.eady
mentioned, such weapons had been developed.
One has but to stand on the platform of the ruined
stronghold of Hastings to see that, for at least the
first hundred years after the Conquest, the place
must have been, under any proper command,
impr^nable. And indeed we find attached to it

in Anglo-Saxon times the epithet "ceaster," which
is never given to any plar-; that has not been
properly fortified, whether Dy the Rimsns or by
their successors.

\\[
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This fortification of Hastings HUl leads one to

mention two other castles which lie within the

Rap*-, and which are illustrative of a feature to be

disco ;'ered in Sussex alone amon<; the English

counties. ThU feature is the presei.ce of subsidiary

castles to strengthen the gates of the county, and to

stand behind those principal castles whose primary

function it is to defend the entries into the bind.

These subsidiary castles may be best explained to

modem readers \>y using a modem meUphor, and

saying that they act as "half-backs" to the great

seaport castles of Sussex.

The seaport castles have already been men-

tioned ; we will repeat the list to refresh the

reader's memory: they are Hast'ngs, Pevensey,

Lewes, Bramber, and Arundel.

Of these Lewes alone did not, so fiir as history

knows, possess a subsidiary castle to the north of

it, and that for this sufficient reason, that the road

immediately north split eastward and westward,

and forced an army either to pass within striking

distance of Hurstmanceaux or within striking

distance of Bramber, for the old road did not go

over the bleak and deserted ridge of Ashdown as

the modem one does. And the historic marches

down south upon Lewes were undertaken in a

r '
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THE SECONDARY CASTLES 99

circuitous manner, as. for instance, that famous
one of Heniy III., which ended in the defeat of
the King in 1264.

In the case of every other great defensive work
a secondary work exists behind it Hastings has
Bodiam. Pevensey has Hurtsmanceaux. Bramber
has Knepp (which has been more completely rumed
than any of the others), Arundel has Amberley.
Hurtsmanceaux should logically faU into the Rape
of Pevensey, to which it stratt^icaUy belongs. The
accident of a river course makes it fall into the
Rape of Hastings, and on this account we mention
It here. The other castles will be dealt with in
their proper place under each Rape as we deal with
it; for Knepp is in the Rape of Bramber. and
Amberley in that of Arundel.
As Moreton had been given the overlordship of

Pevensey. the government of its Rape, and many
manors withm it. and as Warren had been given
Lewes, so Bramber feU to Braose, and that great
name still stands written like a title over the history
of this part of the county. The castle itself and
some few of the many manors with which the
&mily was richly endowed enjoyed a fete extremely
rare m the case of Englbh land, and on account of
Its rarity the more pleasing, when it is discovered

;
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there has been a long and true continuity m their

manorial lordship. With the French thU con-

tinuity was quite common up to the Revolution, and

to this day there are many French famUies several

Italian, and a few German, who can trace their

lineage and their connection with particular portions

of the soil well beyond the crusading epoch and

even to the nmth or early tenth century. Bat

our English aristocracy is exceedingly modem.

The bulk of such few femilies as boast any

antiquity at all can barely trace themselves to the

Reformation; the mass of those who pose for

lineage end in the mist of the seventeenth century.

Bramber and some of the De Braose lands had

better luck. For ten generations it remained in

direct succession. When this ended (much at the

same time as the Lancastrian usurpation) in an

heiress, this heiress married a Mowbray, upon which

family, almost immediately afterward, was conferred

the Duchy of Norfolk. Ten successors, Mowbrays,

held it in the du-ect line when, about a century

after the first change, and a generation before the

Reformation, it ended again m an heiress who

married into the then undistinguished family of

Howard, whose various branches had been careful,

above all thmgs, to increase then: wealth by oppor-
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tune alliances. To this new family the Duchy of
Norfolk was soon conveyed, and after another ten
successors the De Braose inheritance of Bramber
is still to be found in their hands. It is a remark-
able and a delightfiil example of a succession
unbroken by purchase.

The last sign of the ancient importance of
Bramber lay in the feet that it returned, until the
Reform Bill, two members to Parliament as a
borough. It was then as it is now a small village,

and there remained then as there remains now of
its ancient castle nothing but one vast wall.

Here, as is the case throughout all the other
Rapes, the parishes along the sea coast or near it

come earliest in history, and those of the Weald
come last Thus Lancing is in Doomsday; so
is Coombes

; so is Buttolphs (under Annington)

;

Seeding is actually in Alfred's will. Shoreham, as
we have seen, entered history hundreds of years
before, and Henfield is m the great Norman survey
under the lordship of the Bishop of Chichester ; but
as /ou go northwards the names begin to fail you.
Shipley, ifwe mayjudge by its church, was probably
a development of the next century. Horsham
is first mentioned as a town of importance in the
thn^eenth century, when it sends two members to

> w
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,.11
the Parliament of the twenty-third of Edward I.

And little Rusper, up in the for north, we do not

hear of until there is mention of a convent of the

same date. As for the forest of St Leonard's we

know that De Braose held it, but, no more tnan

in the case of Worth, is there any proof of its

inhabitation or even importance till a much later

date.

The port of this Rape, Shoreham, has an inter-

esting history as being yet another of those many

ports which the long history of Sussex has seen

decline. It lay so directly south of London, and,

once communication was established across the

Weald, it was so excellent a port of disembarkation

for any one coming from the mouth of the Seine or

any of the Norman ports, that it maintained a very

high political importance right on into the fifteenth

century. Thus it was the landing-place of John

when he returned to w.ngland after the death of

his brother.

In the French wars under the third Edward it

was assessed to furnish as many ships as Plymouth

and two more than Bristol or London. Shortly

after its decline began. That great bank of shmgle,

which is now covered with a very unpleasant little

town of iron bungalows, grew up and obstructed
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8H0REHAM TOWN im
the iitue of the river, so that to^sy the mouth of
the hM-bour is &r eurtward of New Sho-eham.
The buigesses compUmed that they cc Id no
longer pay the old taxes, the borough righto lingered
on; but even these at last disappeared in the
eighteenth century, when the town was dis-
ftmnchised and the whole Rape was represented
together in ito stead. Oddly enough it was at
this very moment that the town b<«an to revive;
the trade in coal proved usefiil to it; it became,
before the raUways, the natural port for Brighton,
which lies close by, and, year by year, it gradually
though somewhat slowly recovered its old position.
It now has probably as much trade as any other
Sussex port except Newhaven, though the bar is
stni difficult for vessels of any draft, and the sharp
turning at the entry of the harbour adds to the
inconvenience of that refuge, as does the narrow-
ness of the river and the steepness of ito banks
opposite the town itsel£

Ito gradual revival did not re-enfranchbe it ; the
Rape still remained the parliamentary unit to
which it belonged, and the first member to sit for
that division was a Burrell of Knepp Castle.

With this name we get not only one of the
famous Sussex squires, whose position wUl be dealt

I I.
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with later, but the principal hiitoriMi of the county

-eliding in one of its most ancient centres. The

BurrelU were lawyers of Horsham who purchased

Knepp in the second half of the eighteenth century,

a true Sussex family growing upon Sussex soil

The founder of the present baronetcy collected all

the new material which has been worked in by

subsequent writers into the history of the county.

Much of this is luckily preserved in the British

Museum, but some parts, unless the present writer

is misinformed, disappeared durmg the recent fire

in th« modem house of Knepp Castle.

Of the original fortification nothing remains but

one little fragment in the south of the estate to

the right of the Ashington road. The land has

still one local distinction, however, in that it holds

a sheet of water, Knepp mill-pond, which is said

to be the largest unbroken area of water south of

the Thames.

Next in order to the Rape of Bramber comes

that of Arundel. Here again the typical upgrowth

of a Sussex Rape is modified by local conditions,

for the Weald at the northern end o" this Rape

has been traversed since the beginning of our history

by the great line of the Roman road. Arundel

Rape has therefore been always accessible from
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the Thames valley, and the Thames valley from
It On this account there occurs, as one miifht
imagme, a very early and very thorough deveL-
ment of aU its habitable portion. A mere list of
the ptoces mentioned in Doomsday in this Bape
places which are still most of them quite small, and
have never supported any great number of in-
habrtants is surprising. Some, such as Arundel
Itself, and Chmping and Felpham, go back to
Anglo-Saxon times. One, Amberley. counts as
part of the original foundation of the Church at
the close of the eighth century, and Lyminster
had a convent before the arrival of the Normans
whUe Littlehampton was certainly a port before
the same date. MeanwhUe a rapid survey of then«m« appearing in Doomsday, all within a walk
of the sea coast, are sufficient to show how
thoroughly the Arun vaUey. the subsidiary valley
of the Western Rother, and the coastal plain west
of the mouth of the river, had developed before
the close of the eleventh century.

Thus Bamham (to begin with the flat lands
a^ng the sea) is m Doomsday ; so are Eastergate,
Walberton. Tortington, where later was the famous
pnory which preserved the early records of the
mayoralty of London, and in whose destruction

ill
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the chief monuments of London history were lost

Binsted is in Doomsday. Turning to the slope

of the Downs we find Gorfaig is in Doomsday.

Angmering below it, and on the belt of good loam

Und to the north of them Sutton, Barlavington,

Duncton, Burton, Stopham, and Petworth are all

to be found, as are Bury, Bignor, and Hardham,

where later was to spring up the priory of the

Hauterives. On the for side of the river Parham

and Burpham 'are mentioned, so is Storrington, and

on the river itself Pulborough ; while even such

lonely nooks of the Downs as Upper Waltham

come into the Norman Survey.

All this fell to the Montgomerys. Very shortly

afterwards, by the failure of that family, the

guardianship of the castle at Arundel and the

headship of the Rape went to the De Albmis ; to

them succeeded the Fitz Alans, and to them again,

when they ended in an heuess, succeeded the

ubiquitous and ever watchfiil family of Howard,

who snapped up that inheritance before it could

fall to any other, and the new Duchy of Norfolk

added not only the Rape of Arundel to that of

Bramber, but also a sort of headship over the

Rape of Chichester,—for Chichester had gone with

Arundel in the original grant to Montgomery.
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ARUNDEL TOWN ]«f

The town of Arundel is singular among English
«t«8 of the fi«t rank, from the feet that it ha,
neither mcreased nor diminished to any consider-
able extent for at least a thousand years.

It is probable that there was here in Roman
times a crossing of the river, though the point is
hotly denied by the more pedantic among our
hwtonans. because, so &r. no Roman remains have
been found under the soU of the town, or at least
none have been identified by casual visitors. But.
whether it was a Roman town or not. it is certain
that from the moment the isolated spur upon which
the castle stands was crowned with strong fortifica-
tions and garrisoned by the central authority of
England, a town of much the same size as the
modem Arundel must have been grouped round
Its ba-e.

Those who deal most with the statistics of the
«rly Middle Ages seem most blind to the conclu-
sions of common sense. When they are told that
or.y ten or twenty burgesses are to be discovsredm a particular town, according to the evidence of
some taxing list, they are wUling to jump to the
conclusion tha. only ten or twenty famUies existed
in the place at the time the list was made. Instead
of appreciating the very natural attitude of any
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Ux-gatherer to Mve himitelf all possible labour,

and the certitude that he would put down only

those who were assessed in his particular tax, and

instead of grasping the fitct that, until the later

Middle Ages, men paid taxes, not by localities, but

by categories (some as King's men, some as local

baron's men, some as the Church's men, others

according to all manner of local apportionments),

they take thej very crude way of estimating the

particular document they have as an index of total

population. It is this, for example, which has led

to the astounding conclusion that England at the

time of the Norman invasion held less than two

million souls and it is this which makes people

misunderstand, if they read modem histories, the

nature of a town like Arundel.

So long as the spur above the Arun was pro-

tected by marshes and isolated by a narrow neck

from the main range of the Downs, so long would

it tempt men to form a stronghold there, and the

moment that stronghold was held by national

forces under the obedience of a national King, it

presuppose! a county town. It presupposed de-

fence for a market (the later license for a market

is quite a diiFerent thing ; the market existed often

for centuries before the license which was usually
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ARUN )ai, TOWN 109

only the proof of the Kn^g, g^oy ing power) ; it
presupposed butchers under U.c cattle walls, money-
changers, men coming to and from the garrison for
every sort of purpose, carriers, and-to quote a
particular point-barbers

; the men of the Dark and
early Middle Ages were clean shaven. An Arab
fortress does not arise nowadays without a town at
Its foot, still less would the civilisation of the Dark
and Middle Ages produce the stronghold without
producmg a town as well. And a town means
somethmg more than a village.

The bridge at Arundel, which one may believe
though one cannot prove, to be Roman in its origin'
used to cross the river somewhat farther down the
stream. The line of the modem High Street points
directly to that part of the tow,, which now looks
very hke a continuation of the market-place, and
has become a sort of backwater in the traffic of the
place. It was originally the direct line to the old
bndge. Those acquainted with Arundel will best
appreciate the site of the old crossing of the river
when they learn that the modem Bridge Hotel
hes^exactly between the ancient and the modem
bridges, and the line of the causeway eastward can
hirther be traced by the existence at the farther end
of It. up against the high land, of the old building

:i
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which is seen from the station between the railway

and the rising ground.

Amberley Castle, which lay at the north end cf

Arundel gap, is not preserved in its entirety, but is

still a fine ruin, and occupies, as Arundel did, a

position of great military strength, though it does

not dominate the landscape as does the larger fort-

ress. The strength of Amberley lay m this, that

from the north and west it was quite unattamable.

If the culture of those fields now known by the

highly descriptive name of " Amberley Wildbrook
"

were to cease for a generation, the old conditions

would be reproduced ; the floods would soon turn

them into marsh again. From the east the

approach is not easy : it lies over the roUmg spurs

of the Downs. From the south there is only one

narrow passage on the shelf of the Downs as they

slope down to the Arun. It is a tradition in the

county that the two castles of Arundel and

Amberley were linked together m then- system

of fortification by an underground passage, and

stories are told—with what authority the present

writer cannot say—of men who have attempted to

explore either end of this passage and succeeded

for a certain distance. The thing is possible

enough.
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HOUGHTON BRTOOE ui

Amberley is at any rate one of the very, very
old sites of Kuman habitation in Sussex. It is the
fashion to decry monastic charters, and it would be
difficult to prove, though it was for centuries con-
stantly asserted, that Amberley was part of the
original foundation of the Church of Selsea. We
have regarded it as sufficiently historical to be
included in former pages of this book, but whether
the monastic traditional charter be true or false,

its very existence proves that the popular legend
attributed to the place the highest antiquity.

Houghton, which lies in the neck of the gap,
is certainly equally old. That British trackway
which was mentioned when the topography of
Sussex was bemg described, and which runs all

along the rich loam belt immediately to the north
of the Downs, had to cross the river at some point
Now it is the universal rule of the old British
trackways that they spy out the narrowest part of
the wet lands when they attempt to cross a river.

They descend by the nearest spur upon the one
side, and make for the nearest firm land upon the
other. At this spot the river Arun curves strongly
eastward and runs right under the Downs. The
marshes to the westward of it are still often Hooded
and were once wide and impassable, but at

f\\
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Houghton there is a spur commg down across

them which, while it does not actually bridge the

gap, comes near to dohig so. That hollow sunken

lane, which is the modem descendant of the old

British road, runs from Bury just above the flood

line on dry soil ; it climbs up on to the spur close

to an old and reverend inn called " The St. George

and Dragon," and then turns sharp to the left

down along the crest of the spur, making for the

shortest possible crossing which the marshes afford.

It is not too much to say that we are certain tlie

Arun has been crossed at this point since prehistoric

men first attempted to pass the river as they

journeyed north of the Downs.

The connection of the place with modem history

is also not without interest. It was here that

Charles II., escaping in disguise after the battle of

Worcester, took what was perhaps his last glass of

ale, or at least his last glass of ale in the saddle, on

his way to Shoreham, from which happy port he

got away to his long exile. The house Is still

licensed, and cursed be the man who takes that

license away.

The historical importance of Houghton is

further evidenced by the name of the wood which

lies up beyond White%vays on the slope of the
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Downs, which still retains the name of Houghton
Forest, indicating that the Crown hunting lands, or,

if the modem phrase be preferred, the national

preserves, of the neighbourhood depended upon
this valley village two miles off. There is little

more to say with regard to the historical develop-
ment of the llape of Arundel. The villages and
towns of the Weald are here, as elsewhere, of a late

development Slinfold, for example, is not men-
tioned in Doomsday, nor is Billingshurst, though the
latter is probably Celtic in origin. Pulborough,
which like Billingshurst lies on the Roman road, is

the last of the outposts of the Weald to be spoken
of in that document, while the excellent village

of North Chapel was actually not detached from the
parish of Petworth until as !ate a date as 1698.

The Rape of Chichester has this character to
differentiate it from the other rapes of the county,
that it is not military. Two explanations of this

feet concur and supplement each other. The Rape
of Chichester led nowhere, and had no gap in its

hills, and the Rape of Chichester was dominated
by the Church.

We have seen that all the Rapes of Sussex,
leading as they did from north to south, tended
to group themselves round highways from the
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Channel to the Thames valley, and Chichester,

with its large though shallow harbour, certainly

did afford an admirable entry into EngUind for

early navigation ; but, once one had made the town,

one's way to London and the North lay up the

Stane Street, and this Roman road went through

no populous districts nor through any of those gaps

which men (after Roman times) would naturally

seek for their advance, but went straight over the

bleak and desolate Downs, and by the time it got

to the crest ot tl:'-:ie it was within half an hour's

smart riding of the garrison of Arundel. Westward

no man would go. The marshes prevented him.

Neither would he advance northward ; he would

have found in that direction, after crossing the pass

at Singleton, a fertile valley indeed to raid, but no

good opportunity for further progress. Before

him would have lain the large sandy wastes which

began at what is now the Sussex border by Fern-

hurst, and contmued right on to tht neighbourhood

of the Thames. They are to-day filling up with

villas, but they were, throughout the centuries in

which our history was made, empty deserts yielding

no com and affording no shelter of towns or

villages to an army. Supposing that an enemy, as

for instance a pirate raid of the Danes, were
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making for the lowlands of the Rother valley,

or farther on for the rich pastures of the Wey
(where later was to spring up the wealth and mag-
nificence of Waverley), such a sailors' raid would
certainly have proceeded up the Aran and tried to
force its way past Amberley Castle. It would never
have made the attempt through Chichester.

There is, then, a clear topographical and strate-

gical reason for the immunity of the Rape of
Chichester from military conditions. There is also
an ecclesiastical reason. It is a thing not to be
forgotten, that from the feU of the Roman Empire
to the Renaissance the contrast between the
ecclesiastical and the civil method of government
was a reality. It afforded for men's minds some-
thing of the foil or background which to-day the
legal aspect of society gives us as against the com-
mercial, or the conception of a gentleman as against
the conception of a rich man. The contrast was,
of course, much more vigorous and satisfitctory

than any of our modern contrasts can be. We
see it in a thousand ways illuminatmg the history
of the Middle Ages ; by way of sanctuary, by way
of the ecclesiastical courts, by way of the atonement
which men paid for violence when they founded
great monasteries, by way of the technical absten-
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tion from capital sentences which the Church

rigorously preserved. It is not fantastic to ascribe

to this cause the fact that the Rape of Chichester

held no important castle and was the site of no

great battle. Nor is it ridiculous to imagine that

the somewhat ungeographical inclusion of the

parish of Slindon into the hundred of Aldwick,

and therefore into the Rape of Chichester, had

something to, do with this ecclesiastical quality.

For Slindon was Canterbury's ; Stephen Langtou

died there.

Here, as in the Rape of Arundel, everything

within a march of the sea was ui Doomsday, and

the actual entries from the sea are known before

Doomsday; for example, there is Bosham, from

which we have seen that Harold sailed on that

pleasure trip of his to Normandy. Right up in

the Downs Doomsday parishes continue, as Single-

ton, which is the mother of West Dean, and lies

in the same internal valley or fold of the hills as

does that other parish of Upper Waltham, which

we have already discovered to be included in the

Doomsday Survey in the Rape of Arundel. So

with the loam belt to the north of the Downs in

this Rape. Graffham is in Doomsday, Cocking U in

Doomsday, and while Heyshott is not actually in
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SCILLY SUSSEX 117

Doomsday, it is alluded to a little later as Percy
Land held of the Montgomerys. But once we get
into the neighbourhood of the Weald the dates
fall hiter. Midhurst is a full borough in the early
fourteenth century under Edward II., and not
before.

The Bape of Chichester is not only the principal

ecclesiastical influence m the county ; it is, one
might say with no great exaggeration, the only
one. By which it is not meant that the Church
as a whole did not have its full effect in the
county

; on the contrary, in moulding the type of
Sussex character the Church had, if possible, a
greater influence than it had in moulding the
character of any other county. To this day we
talk of "Scilly Sussex," which means "holy
Sussex," just as we talk of "Hampshire hogs "or
"Kentish men with tails"; and all up and down
the soil of the county are to be seen the noblest
collection of parish churches in England, the proofs
of an ancient devotion.

But ecclesiastical influence, exercised as an
economic power and with deliberate intention, is

less strong m Sussex during the Middle Ages than
in any other county. The monasteries were not
very numerous, and when they were rich (which

m
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they rarely were) they do not seem to have had a

very considerable effect upon the life of the county.

The towns, of course, possessed their monks, as

did all the towns if England; Lewes had its

Benedictines, Arundel its Dominicans, and so

forth. But the monks who, throughout the west

of Europe, reclaimed land, opened up empty and

uncultivated spaces, and were the pioneers of the

mediceval civilisation, -did nothing for this county

on the same scale as they did, say, for the

North country, or for East Anglia. The reason is

plain. Sussex was cut off while the earlier part of

the. monastic effort was at work, and was very

rapidly developed by a civil influence the moment

that isolation ceased with the coming of the

Normans.

Hardham and Boxgrove are almost the only

examples which point by their sites to the economic

work of the early monasteries, for they both lie

along one of the old Roman roads ; but both of

them came comparatively late. Boxgrove was

founded by the lords of Halnacker under Henry I.,

Hardham was l»"er stilL Robertsbridge, also a

development of the central Middle Ages, may be

cited as an example of the monks opening up wild

country, but Battle was quite artificial, the result
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THE MONASTERIES no

of a vow paid and of the accidental site of a
battle. Moreover, Battle, thus artificial, was by
far the wealthiest of alL At the time of the dis-

solution Hammond, the last abbot (who surrendered
with great pusillanimity to Henry VIII., and
against whom the gravest charges have lain), gave
up revenues of £1000 a year in the currency
of the times—far more than £10,000 of our money.
Boxgrove itself could only count about one hundred
and fifty pounds.

The priory of Tortington, next to Arundel, is

interesting in the history of England for reasons
already mentioned, but it was not wealthy.
Almost every other foundation, as the Dominicans
of Chichester or Winchelsea, or those we have
previously noted at Arundel, or the Franciscans
of Winchester and Lewes, or those near the north
gate of Chichester, or the Carmelites of New
Shoreham, or the Friars of Rye, are connected
with towns and do not therefore concern the
development of the county.

So far we have been dealing with the historic

basis upon which Sussex, like every other part of
England, has been buitt

We have seen that upon the prehistoric origin

of which we know hardly anything came Rome.

J ii
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We have seen that the Italian race laid down the

bed upon which all the rest was to rise—a bed, firm,

hard, and even, like their own concrete. It was a

process occupymg in this island some four hundred

years.

Upon Britain, as upon every other western

province, fell the barbarian invasions of the fifth

century. We have seen that they were somewhat

more severe herp than in other provmces, and that

Sussex in particular was swept clean by them, not

indeed of her race, but of her religion and her

civilisation. The darkness resultant upon this catas-

trophe lasted for little more than a hundred years,

but in that hundred years everything which gives

dignity to mankmd had disappeared, and the

countryside, from Romney Marsh westward away

to Chichester Haven, had gone savage. We have

seen that it was slowly re-Christianised and re-

civilised, but that the planting of good stems upon

such a devastated soil was for long a difiicult and

an unfruitful business. The mission of St Wilfrid

coincides with the close of the eighth century. It

is not till the middle of the eleventh that Sussex

really re-enters the European unity ; it is not till

the close of it that the influence of that unity begins

to be largely felt after the Norman Conquest
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THE RISE OF THE SQUIRES 121

Two hundred and fifty years pass, during which
the social development of England and of Sussex
keeps the main lines laid down by the Conquest

;

the central government is stUl strong, the concep-
tion of tenure stiU weighs upon the wealthy class,
and aU men are responsible somewhere to some
lord. Briefly, the mediteval system is during that
period aUve

; here, as in northern France. And this
island and northern France form, between them,
untU the close of the thirteenth century, the heart
of Christendom. It is in them that arise the great
philosophic discussions of the new universities, the
Gothic architecture, the feudal scheme, the true
cooperative industry of the mediffival manor.

For as long as that society could endure, that
society was organised ; and in Sussex the organ-
isation, or, to use a better word, the sense of
authority, is to be discovered in the great "Rape"
overlordships, Hastings, Pevensey, Lewes, Bramber,
Arundel, and Chichester, whose growth has been
already sketched.

It so happened that that medieval system grew
old and failed.

The period of time between its failure and the
present day is comparatively short, as the history of
mankind goes. Its break-down is only apparent to

M
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the historian with the middle of the fourteenth

century ; it is not suspected by its own victims till

the middle of the fifteenth. We are to-day but m

the beginning of the twentieth. It may be said,

roughly, that four hundred years of change alone

separate us from that organic unity which had

survived for fifteen hundred years from the civilisa-

tion that the Mediterranean brought us. We feel a

world away from that organic unity of the Middle

Ages, because these last four centuries have been

so full of an active inteUigence and of an increasing

material knowledge, that these take up nearly the

whole horizon of our minds ; but our detachment

is but apparent and illusory. At bottom our

morals, in so far as they are permanent, our con-

ception of civic life, our modern appetite for

economic justice, are all rooted in the Middle

Ages ; and the more a modem man learns of them

the more he feels that they are his native place.

The process of disintegration which the medweval

system suffered took in Britain a peculiar form,

and in this most typical district of Britain, m

Sussex, that form is clearly to be traced. The

vUlage, which was the unit of mediaeval life, was

essentially co-operative. As the segr^Uon of

mdividual industry arose, either the lord was certain
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to become, froui the head official of a corporation,

a proprietor of the whole, or the villein, his tenant,

was bound to become, from a member of a co-

operative society, a proprietor of his part There

was not room for both. Elsewhere, in all northern

France, and to some extent in the valley of the

Rhine, the break-up of the mediaeval system is the

attack of the peasant upon his lord. It is (spread

over a much longer period) something like the

campaign which the Irish have inaugurated in our

own time. It is a movement towards peasant

proprietorship.

In England the development is very different.

Feudalism in England, even when it was highly

organised, as in Sussex, had to fight agamst a force

which is almost inherent in the soil. For that

force it is difficult to find a name, though it is a

tendency clearly observable in the whole of English

history. It may, perhaps, best be defined as the

tendency of the English village group to submit to

one lord, coupled with the lack of any tendency

among these lords to coalesce under a superior. The
system is essentially oligarchic, and its foundations

were laid in the natural crystallisation of society

during the anarchy of the Anglo-Saxon centuries.

With his inheritance of law weakened, and his
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memory of • protecting government destroyed, the

small man had not the wit or the courage to fight

against the big man ; hence the English squire.

The big men had not the necessity forced upon

them to unite in defence of an antique civilisation

and a strong Roman tradition ; hence the perma-

nant insecurity and ultimate abasement of the

English monarchy.

The latter of these two forces you see at work

continually in the history of England during that

space which lies between the Norman Conquest

and the Barons' Wars, when the attempt to govern

from a centre was made and failed. The village

aristocracy is always stronger than the Crown, and

in some sense expresses a national action agiunst

the Crown. At first this aristocracy merely sup-

ported the barons (who were their nominal over-

lords) in the joint attack upon monarchy, but as

the centuries pass the overlords themselves lose

their hq^mony. At last, round about the period

of the Reformation, the lords of single manors, the

squires, become completely independent, and their

final, wholly successful effort matures when the

Tudors are no longer there with their violent

personalities to defeiiu the symbol, the remaining

symbol, of a central authority.
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The Stiwrts break down. The iquires arm.

The Crown it defeated A kmg it beheaded.

From thence onward a procew which was -usily

apparent in the fourteenth and fifteenth icui ^ries,

which had taken on strength with the Ui xiolution

of the nionasterie* in the sixteenth, wl. <.. I .ui U •

come of farther importance with the lai/j ; transf«is

of land at the end of Elizabeth's reign, is coniplrtt i.

The seventeenth century sees in Sussex, as t. uni|^li

out England, the final victory of the vilbtge luud-

lords, their complete possession of the soil and of

the people who dwell upon it, and then- complete

independence from any authority over them.

There are many brief historical surveys which

illustrate the rise of the landed famiUes. Among
the easiest for a general reader to take, and also

the most instructive, is the list of the public offices

of the county. We have a fairly complete calendar

of the sheriffs from the purely feudal times to our

own, and there we may trace the dignity falling

more and more into the hands of county men.

The local patriotism and its result, the strong local

oligarchy, which are between them the warp and the

woof of England, are exhibited here at one glance.

The names mentioned are not always those of

sheriiA for Sussex alone, especially in the earlier

n
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times ; but their names and their places of origin

are significant

We b^^ that list not quite a hundred years

after the Conquest, in the reign of Henry II.

The names are drawn finm all over England.

They are merely royal officers and they do not

concern us. But as the Middle Ages come to

their end, the names which we can identify as those

of the local gentry begin to telL You get, just at

the beginning of the Wars of the Roses, the Ash-

bumhams and the Stricklands. In Edward IV. 's

reign you find for the first time a Goring (who

was then not even a knight). You get the Gains-

fords of Crowhurst, and the Coombes (hcr,c<ired

name 1 ), presumably of Coombes in the vaie of the

Adur. Just before the Reformation the Oxen-

bridges of Brede and the Dawtreys of Petworth,

who founded Hardham Priory, and whose name
proceeds from the high banks ("d'Haute Rive")

of the water meadows of Arun. You get again

that good Sussex name, the Palmers of Angmer-
ing, and so on to the Civil Wars. There are

further Gorings and Morleys, also a Glynde, and,

just before the struggle, a bishop a knight of

Parham.

It is after the Restoration, of course, when the
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victory of the squires was complete and final, that

the hdbit becomes fixed, and that you find (until

quite reeent times) nothing but Sussex names in

the great roll of the sheriiFs. There is a sort of

gap under William and Mary, who were usurpers

and distuibed the order of Fingtanri ; but with

Anne reasonaUe things letnmed. The names of

Blunt and Shelley appear, which still adorn the

county ; and under the Hanoverians, the Bartelotts

of Stopham, and many another finnily which still

holds land within the centre and in the west of

the county, are to be found upon the rolls.

Not until the Reform Bill does the tradition

begin to change. Then you find a Curzon coming

in out of nowhere ; and since then, one must dare

say, many another man who is simply rich, and who
simply happens to have settled upon Sussex land.

We may now turn to examine in detail those

Sussex families which liave become bound up with

the history of the county ; some of them originally

territorial ; some of them professional, acquiring

wealth in their professions, and achieving territorial

rank ; many of them passing from one part of the

county to another, but all remaining a true frame-

work for the countryside.

Alongside with them we shall be able to trace

I ''I .
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a most deplorable vicissitude in the ownership of

certain manors which has, most unfortunately, not

ceased to-day, but has rather increased, and which

very seriously menaces the future integrity of the

county.

It is impossible, of course, to give a complete

survey of the process in these few pages, but the

consideration of a few typical manors and, after

that, of a few typical families will suffice to fill in

that general impression of the county which it is

the object of this book to convey.

Consider, for example, the Manor of Cuckftdd,

and see the way in which the squirearchy develops.

One may presume that throughout the true Middle

Ages it preserved at least a semblance of depending

upon the overlordship of the Rape, and the Fitz

Alans can count themselves its masters.

But as the Lancastrian usurpation breaks the

great families a local consideration comes in. In

the eighteenth year of Henry VI. the manor was

divided between four co-heiresses, and so remained

divided into four pieces (each still held by great

families, but each holding the germ of a future

squire in its small limits), until the last half of the

sixteenth century, when two men, Bowyer and

Covert, introduce (in the sixteenth and twenty-
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third ytu» of Elisitbeth respectively) new stock
upon the old land.

Within a hundred years there comes in one
Sigersoii, perhaps of the middle class, a Commis-
sioner of the Navy ; he buys the estate, his family

hold it throughout the eighteenth century, and are
the principal owners at this day.

This tendency of lands to remain in the same
hands till the close of the Middle Ages, and then
to be bought up by a new race of squires, may be
traced in many another parish. There is Graffham.
whicli does not change hands until after the
Armada, when a certain Garter of London buys
it; it then passes by the marriage of an heiress

to the first of the Sargeants ; an heiress of the
Sargeants after many generations marries the
man who was afterwards Cardinal Manning

;

another heiress (by this time the family held

Lavington close by) marries Wilberforce, the
bishop, and, right in our own time, his son sells it

to a Scotch distiller.

Or consider again Madehurst which, until the

reign of Elizabeth, holds of the Arundel earls

;

then one Oixse has it in fee ; then it passes to the

Kemps, and they sell it to Sir George Thomas
(whose family sold it again), after which it passes

i
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by a second sale in 1825 to John Smith ; and at

last we see it in the middle and end of the nine-

teenth century in the hands of a manufacturing

family who had chosen to assume the ancient name

of Fletcher.

Eartham (to quote another example) went to

King Henry VIII. in exchange for Michelham

Priory ; in the middle of the eighteenth century a

Chichester man bought it, one Hayley ; a genera-

tion later, Huskisson, the politician; then the

Milbankes ; and then again, quite recently, a man

whose name is connected with a custard powder.

Singleton went down traditionally until the

Reformation ; nay, till that year after the Armada,

when Gra£Fham also had slipped; then, in 1580,

it changes hands, passing from a noble to a

squire. It remained in his family till the beginning

of the eighteenth century ; it is sold and re-sold,

pas^g from hand to hand. Within present

memory first a squire, and then a northern Quaker,

and at last a wealthy racing family have held it,

one after the other.

As might be imagined, the Church lands, their

lineage abruptly torn apart at the Reformation,

suffered fates even more revolutionary, and pro-

duced a squirearchy even more tenacious by its
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wealth, and even less attached by tradiUon to the
county of Sussex. Thus Newtimber. which had
come down from Doomsday, is seized by Thomas
Cromwell. The King chucks it to Anne of Cleves •

ttien you find a DarreU in possession; then a
Bellingham (holdmg of Lord Abeigavenney in
the sixteenth year of Charles I.) It is left to one
Woodcock, whose daughter, after the Restoration,
mames a Cust; and then, foUowing the universal
fete. It IS sold to a yeoman of Poynings, one
Osborne, whose grandson in 1741 sells it to a
Newnham, whose grandson, again, early in the l-st
century, sells it to a Gordon, etc.

An historian might make many exceptions.
The fortified phu;es have most of them held out
(as it is their nature to hold out) against change.We have already pointed out that Bramber and
Arundel have had a continuous tenure. Bos- i
goes right down from the confiscation after the
Conquest to the nineteenth century without
aUenation. But take Sussex land as a whole : the
sixteenth century first and the ReGtoration after-
wards have dug an impassable gulf.

It is pleasant for those who love certitude to
pass from such vicissitudes to something allied to
the tradition of the land, but more permanent than

mimm I
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it : the tradition of the owners of the hnd. It is

pleasant to note the continuity of certain Sussex

families, their origin, and tiieirgrip upon the soil.

Thus the Shelleys have not only glorified Sussex

by producing at the end of their line her chief poet,

but have also welded themselves into the soil of this

happy county.

Shelley, whose great name might almost add

something to the splendour of the land upon which

he was bom, will be remembered because that birth

of his was next to Horsham. The story of his

family will show how widely it was spread over

Sussex land, and how worthy it was of inheriting

such skies and such a landscape as could produce a

master of verse.

The name, odd!y enough, is from Kent ; indeed

there has been, since the centuries after the Con-

quest, a continual movement westward from Kent

into Sussex of which the Shelleys are but one

example.

Long before family names arose, while men were

still called by their Christian names and their land

was mentioned after them, the men of Shelley in

Kent were lords of Shelley. They were there in

the end of the thirteenth century, they were there

until the middle of the fourteenth ; at t'lat epoch
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one John Shdley went weitward. for the good of
Englwid The LMicartriu usurpsUon. that water-
shed in our lodal history, it appuent here. John
Shelley i« returned for the Commons of Rye, just
after Agincourt He had a son who went still

fiirthei west, and. coming to Mitchegrove, married
the daughter and the heiress of the loid of that
places a certain John, who took hio name, as was
right, from his own land. This settlement of the
famUy endured through the Reformation. After
this latter date the Shelleys marry into Buckhurst

;

still further on before the CivU ' ars they exchange
their Warwickshire lands for lurther Sussex hold-
ings; in the eighteenth century om finds them
marrying ii.lo Maiesfield. Already they had hold
upon Findon. Up on St Leonards Foteo rou
find their name in one ot the first of the ploughed
lands which open that deserted belt, and they
remain to-day Sussex in name, place, and position.

To take but one other example, and that of a
very different kind, the Blunts of Crabbet Park
are Sussex, though of « kter stock. Here also we
have a westward movement coming in with the last
migration of the squires. For Thomas Blunt (a
Collector of Customs in Kent) had a grandson,
Elyas, fixed at Bolney ; his name is not without
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ngnificance of the time in which he lived. This

man married the heiress ofNew Buildings after the

Restoration, and perhaps in the Civil Wars the

family acquired those waste spaces of the Crown

which nowmake up the larger part ofthdr holdings.

At any rate that family has produced at the end of

its line to-day another poet, and again a poet of

Sussex.

The list might be multiplied, but it will be of

little purpose to develop it in so short a summary

as this. It is our purpose rather to show how, until

quite recent years, Sussex lands ran into the hands

of a group of families who perpetually interchanged

their holdings, and who yet remained full of the

county lur, until there came that modem divernon

by which so much of the county has Mien to those

who have nothing of its spirit, and who only come

into it as into a sort of park, for their momentary

pleasure.

For until the last two generations nothing was

more tenacious than the Sussex squire to his soil.

Long after the Reform Bill, nay, right into our

own time, Sussex land was not sold to outsiders,

and Sussex social conservatism was unbroken. The

moral health of its villages was keen and singular

;

the squire was of no excessive wealth, the fanner
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securing his tenancy, the labourer gUd of his wage,

and liTOig on from grandfather to grandson, secure

also of his position in the collage. The old arts,

which are the test of vitality in any commonwealth,

survived—to this day there are viUages where the

thatbher can thatch as he can in no other part of

England ; for instance, in Walberton he can do so.

To this day Sussex retains in some of her remoter

hamlets, for instance in Bury, the true Broadcast

Sower.

There is a phase of English history which all

lovers of England look back upon with regret ; it is

a phase whose complete literary expression is to be

found in Gray's Elegy ; it was in the purpose of

whatever guides this county that such a phase

should not be verj- long-Uved, but while it lasted

perhaps the happiness of the English countrysides

was higher than it had been before within our

historical memory, or will be agwn within the limits

of our continuous tradition. Of this happiness it

can be almost proved that Sussex presented the

chief example, but just because the county had

reached such a goal it was destined to a measure

of change.

When Sussex had ftllen into what seemed a

permanent phase of large agricultural estates, held
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by the most contented gentry and tenantry in

England, there fell upon this state of afbirs a

foretaste of what was to happen throughout the

county with the great economic revolution of the

nineteenth century ; a great town began to arise

and to grow with startling rapidity in one devoted

portion of the countryside.

It is curious that Sussex, whose character and

whose pleasure it has always been to live its own

life, and to stand apart from the development of

the rest of the island, or at least to develop only

after the rest of the island has made its particular

experiments, and has proved its experiments wise,

—it is curious that Sussex should in this one case,

and that a most important one, have gone before

the rest of England. For Sussex was the county

to develop the great watering-places and the

great centres of population (as apart from the

centres of indust-y) which first created, then were

so vastly increased by, the railway system.

The reason is, of course, not far to seek. Sussex

possessed the nearest coast-line to London, and

presented that coast in an aspect most attractive

to Londoners.

No very considerable harbours disfigure it The

trade with France was not a trade of such a
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volume as that which has created Liverpool or

long ago created Bristol. It was a busy, small

agricultural trade.

Again, all along the coastal plain there is a

beach ; and a beach, when people once begin to

take their pleasure by the sea, is a necessity for

that pleasure.

Again, the line to this coast was close and

direct Every one who has bicycled or walked

from London to the Kentish shores knows what
a different task it is compared to a half-day's run

to the South Coast—the Sussex Coast is the
" South Coast " for London, and the only one.

The first town to be developed in this manner
was Brighton, and Brighton was not so much
created by the fashion of the Prince R^ent as

by the fact of its proximity to London. It is the

nearest point which Londoners can reach when
they desire to enjoy the sea. It grew up in a

manner to be paralleled nowhere else in England.

There are other characters in connection with

the extension of this great town far more remark-

able than the rapidity of its growth or the vastness

of its population, as, for example, that it has

affected to so slight a d^ree the neighbouring

country around it ; still the contemporaries of its
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growth were more struck by its rapidity than by

any other feature. It began as a fishing town of

2000 souls. At the close of the last century it

already counted flOOO, in the year 1850 it measured

40,000—all this before the railway. When the

effect of the railway was at its height, before the

common use of the bicycle or the motor car,

the development of Brighton was the most char-

acteristically modem impress which the nine-

teenth century had made upon the landscape and

nature of the county. It retains this pre-emmence

in our own generation, but in a degree which U

very probably to be lessened.

Somewhat later the other coa.«' » ms began to

develop, and so long as the rulwa, roUed that

development, their growth was regular and almost

according to a set law. Fashion or the doctors

would recommend some pomt upon the coast The

long coastal railway from Brighton to Portsmouth

afforded a station at the place, and the town

increased in r^ular fashion, not with the station

as the centre, but as the point from which branches

spread out to the sea, so that these towns all more

or less resemble a tree spreading from the railway

station, and trippers hurrying from that station

to the beach are like the deployment of a regiment
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from column into line. These towns are, of course,

stretched out along the beach ; for their separate

and successive organisation, the continual presence

behind them of the coastal pkin, with its railway

parallel to the shore, has afforded admirable oppor-

tunities. That plain from Brighton to Bosham

is perfectly flat; the crossing of the rivers has

presented the only obstacle, and that obstacle

was insignificant. TLe railway could run pretty

well in a straight line and build up the towns

along the sea.

Even to-day the villages are linking up with the

towns. Rustington is full of bricks. Rottingdean,

for twenty years a sort of suburb, has now long been

full of painters and others. A curious collection of

bungalows has sprung up on the long pebbly beach

which shuts out the Adur from the sea. Opposite

these barracks lies Lancing ; and even upon the

extremity of old Selsea a new settlement, now
nourished by a light railway from Chichester, is

arising. At Seaford, which is saved a little by its

hills, the same attempt at rapid building is made.

There is one feature in this string of houses all

along the coast of the county which Sussex men
note with a pleasure not unmixed with malice.

It is this, that while places of absolutely no com-
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mercial use and of no hittorical importance in the

growth of the county are thus gradually being

turned into appendages of London (so that all the

•vay from Beachy Head to Chichester Harbour

you have within the space of some fifty miles at

least sixteen miles of houses), yet the places

characteristically Sussex, the places upon the sea-

line, which have gone to the build'mg up of the

county, and in which the popuhttion naturally

gathered, continue to resist with extraordinary

tenacity.

You can do nothing with Newhaven except

leave it a port Littlehampton refuses to be the

pleasure ground that its landlord desires it to be.

Boshair is still the ancient harbour and village

which its history demands that it should be.

Shoreham will not consent to become a lesser

Worthing or a second Brighton, and this is the

more remarkable from the fact that these harbour

towns and villages are geographically more in

touch with London than those other towns whose

special character it is to lie sheltered by the hills

and far from the gaps by which a railway could

approach them from the north.

One may discover precisely the same state of

affairs upon the eastern coast of the county
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beyond Bcachy Head. Here, for example, is the
enormoiisi development of Eartboume, in a place
which was useless for sailors, but i eltered from
the winds by the neighbouring hill. Bexhill has
increased along a beach which was not used until

speculation had built the new town. Pevensey
between them, upon its flat inland, is still deserted.

To this list Hastings is a very considerable
exception, because its beach and hill made it

during the Middle Ages, and for very different
reasons to-day, a necessary sea-town. But, with
the exception of Hastings, every other town
follows a general rule, that the new growth of
watering-places along the south coast is extraneous.

This long series of new towns grates upon
men who have known and loved the county
throughout their lives. There is little of Sussex
about them

; they have not the Sussex method of
building nor any of the Sussex industries. Even
their permanent popuhktion is largely drawn from
other parts of England, and you do not hear the full

warm accent of the south country often enough
in their streets. The only consolation which the
county can give itself as it watches this increasing
line of new buildings is that, a mile or two behind
them, their very presence seems to be forgotten.
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A doterobierver hu another coniolmtion, which

is that the new method* of communiMtion »re

perhaps beginning to checic the tendency which

existed throughout the nineteenth century to over-

populate the sea coast If men. foreign to the

place, are trying to spoU the Weald, at least they

are applying a counter-irritant to their too great

success in spoiling the coastal plain, and in the

Weald they have a larger area over which to

spread their limited faculties for evil

It is even possible that the power which the

county has shown itself possessed of for so many

centuries to digest and to absorb new-comers, will

save it altogether from these latter invasions-

possible, but doubtful Then the descendanta of

those who now own Brighton, Worthing, and the

rest, the children of the men who build villas on

Crowboro' top, and the heirs of the new-comers

who have purchased, ono would think, at least a

third of the great old houses under the Downs,

will be worthy of the soil which their ancestors

certainly did not understand, and the historical

development of Sussex will continue.

It is more likely that that development has

already come to an unfruitful end.
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PART III

THE INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER OF SUSStX AND THE
WAY TO SEE THE COUNTY

The efforts which many have made to describe

a peculiar Sussex dialect and peculiar Sussex

methods of architecture, have been somewhat too

laborious. The example of other counties, notably

of Devonshire, which did possess a strictly defined

local dialect and set of customs, has tempted ihe

patriotic historian of Sussex to find in that county

something which is not there. There is, indeed,

a South country way of speaking as all the world

knows. It is to be found in the valley of Meon,
and it is to be found in Kent, and it is to be found

in the southern parts of Surrey. It occupies a

large region, whose boundaries are very vague and

ill defined ; it lies, roughly speaking, between the

North Downs and the sea, and is bounded westward

by the New Forest It is not peculiar to the

county of Sussex.
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For example : A Sussex man will call a wood-

pecker a "yaffle," which is a name taken from its

peculiar call—it is for all the world like a mad

laugh. Or again, he will talk of " steening a well,"

that is, lining it with bricks. Or again, he -vill call

a toad stool a " puck " stool. He will speak of a

ploughshare as a "toum vour," that is, a "turn

furrow " ; and so forth. But these phrases are to

be heard all up and down the district which I have

mentioned. And the termination of place names,

the peculiar epithet by which a steep wood is called

a " hanger," or a horseshoe depression in the Downs

a "coombe," though very Sussex, are not only

Sussex.

So it is with the South country architecture,

notably with the building of those fine " headed
"

chimneys which are its distinguishing feature. You

will find them all along the valley of the Medway

and of the Derwent, or the Svour, as much as you

will find them in the valleys of the Arun or the Adur.

It is not in the establishment of a Sussex folk-

lore, dialect, or architecture, that the peculiar and

individual spirit of the county is best discovered.

It is rather in the character of its inhabitants.

And this again is fairly sharply divided between

the eastern half of the county and the western.
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The East of Sussex, it seems fair to conjecture,

has always been influenced by the presence of iron.

The iron is no longer worked, but anywhere in the
higher parts ofthe Eastern Weald one finds one's self

treading upon ironstone, and one sees the streams

running red with the ore, and until so late as the

Napoleonic Wars the exploitation of Sussex iron

was continued. It is perhaps on account of this

tradition and its effect upon the inhabitants that

East Sussex has, as contrasted with West, a livelier,

and (in the impression of the West) a less pleasing

manner. Though it is ferther from London in

actual distance, it is nearer London in feeling. The
proximity of Kent, with its great international high-

road running through the heart of it, may have

something to do with this. So also has the early

clearing of the forest, and therefore the early

establishment of fiee communication with the

Thames valley. This feature we have already

touched on in the development of Pevensey and
Hastings Rapes. But whatever be the cause, the
effect is apparent to those who knew the county.

One very c iious result of it to-day is the difference

in the modern settlement of East Sussex and of

West The new-comers with tiieir villas and their

great search for something old, that they may

i; i:
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destroy it by their admiration, have different

chances in the two parts of the county. In the

West they can form, as it were, islands which stond

alone in the midst of a highly resisting environment

They will build you a Haywards Heath which is

like a London suburb, or a Ditchling or a Burgess

Hill which is another such line of new houses,

or those towns on the sea coast of which we have

spoken, or the little group of red brick which

defaces the landscape of West Horsham, or the

lump which is beginning to destroy Bamham.

But these encampments are tied close to the

railway ; they do not seem to spread their influence

over the landscape or to change the character of

the people in any way.

In East Sussex you get, on the contrary, whole

belts of country into which the spirit of the great

towns has penetrated, perhaps for ever. Thus

there is such a belt in the line of Rotherfield,

Mayfield, and Heathfield. There is another stretch

east and west from the height of Heathfield to

the valley of the Rother, and notably in a village

which we have already mentioned for its bad

eminence in this respect—Burwash—which is just

such a place as the Londoner or the Colonial calls

« old world." It is a village now only too conscious
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of such a character am. ready to e:<j>loit it for all

it is worth. You ha\e itrotber example of this

blight upon the top of Crowborough, which might
as well be Hazlemere or Hindhead for all the

South country feeling that is left to it

The resistant quality of which we have just made
mention, and which is especially discoverable in the

western part of the county, is perhaps the most
remarkable and, under modern circumstances, the

most pleasing of the characteristics of the people.

To those who have not been brought up in the

county it becomes but slowly apparent Those who
know Sussex and its people take a somewhat
cynical delight in observing that power at work.

There is no peasant in the world so rooted in his

customs and so determined to maintain them as is

the Sussex peasant He has been despoiled of his

lands ; he has been exploited by farmers from every

other county, who come to use his rich belts ofloam

;

he has been virtually bought or sold by families

utterly out of the Sussex tradition (the Wyndhams,
for example), or what is worse. Colonials and
rand()m rich men who make themselves great by
the purchase of an ancient estate with whose
traditional history they have not the remotest

sympathy. He is, one would say, without defences

M^
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the county gets better and better known, and more

thoroughly spoiled by the advent of what is called

the leisured class. So far those who have been

able to watch this peasant for the last thirty years

have seen very little change indeed. And even

the noble and rich south country accent, which

education was to have destroyed, is as perfect in

the little children of the last few years as in the

mouths of the oldest men. And that peculiar

emphasis upon the latter syllable— Amber%,

mWingshurst, and the rest— has not disappeared,

at least in the western half of the county.

A test may be applied by those who care to

watch the progress of social disease and the resisting

power ofa social organism. Throughout the county

the termination " ham " is kept separate, as though

by a hyphen, from the first part of a place-name.

For example : Bosham is pronounced Boz-ham or

Boss-ham. To be accurate, the sound is a little be-

tween " s " and " z," but the "ham " is kept quite dis-

tinct Or again, the name of Felpham, near Bognor

(where William Blake indulged his eccentricities), is

pronounced Felp-ham. Now it is evident that in

many cases where a " t " or an " s " or a " p " comes

before "h," any one not acquainted with this local

method of pronouncmg the words would run the

Hi

j ! ;i!
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two consonants together, and would pronounce

Bosham "Bo*A-ani," or Felpham "FelZ-am."

Horsham has already broken down. Two genera-

tions ago everybody called the town Hors-ham.

It became a considerable railway station. Many

were led to read the name who had never heard of

the Uttle county town until the raUway was built.

Its nvm inhabitants did not defend the traditional

pronunciation with sufficient vigour, and Uoish-'m it

hatf now fallen to be in spite of the most vigorous

efforts of those who love their county to restore

its original and significant name, and in spite of the

fact that a horse even in Horsham is not yet a

Horsh. If Bosham, Felpham, and the rest go m

the same way, then one may take it that Sussex

will not be Sussex any more. The test is small,

but it is absolutely determining.

After the characteristic Sussex manner there

should be considered the characteristic Sussex land-

scape. This has been dealt with at some length in

various parts of the book when we were speaking

of the Downs, the Weald, and the coastal plain, and

of particular towns. But we will here consider it

by itself as a mark of the county.

There are two elements in the landscape of Sus-

sex, the first of which is more permanent than any
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Other similar character, perhaps, in England; the

second of which is more changeable than most It

is not easy to give a name to these separate elements,

but with the one are connected the emotions aroused

by the great views which Sussex presents, and with

the other are connected the emotions aroused by its

hollow and secluded places, those little isolated hills

of sand and their small lonely valleys.

The great spaces of landscape which Sussex can

afford have never changed and never can. No man
will ever build largely upon the Do^vns. No forest

will ever gather on so valuable a soil as that of the

coastal plain. No mere extension of buildings or

further cultivation will destroy the distant aspect

of the Weald.

A man looking down from the crest of the

Downs to the south and to the north of him sees

much of what his ancestry have seen since men
first stood upon those hills. The Weald was once

a little denser in wood, the coastal plain a little less

thick with villages, but that is alL The high, broad

belt of the sea has always made a frr le for that

view. The flooded river valleys have always picked

it out with patches of silver. The roll of the Downs
has always stood, like a monstrous green wave,

blown forward before the south-west wind. The
f li

M
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Simple and vivid green of the turf, and the sharp

white chalk pits, have always stood making the

same contrast with the sky and the large s*ihng

clouds ; and they will continue to do so for ever.

A Sussex man recognises his home when he sees

it from the height above Eden Bridge, or from

Crowborough top as he enters the county from the

north or from the Surrey hills ; he knows it when,

as he gazes southwards, he catches along the horizon

the dark wall of the Downs. The outline is not to

be confounded with any other in the world, and

these few simple planes of vision build up for him

the major pleasures which the landscape of his

county can afford. They have not changed m the

past and they will not change in the future.

With the homelands, with the little valleys and

the sandy rocks of the Weald, and the hills between

the foot-hiUs of the southern side of the Downs, the

case is different

What the original aspect of these hollows with

then- clayey or sandy knolls on either side may

have been in the beginnings of the county it

is now very difficult to conjecture. They are

certainly among the very first of its inhabited

places, and it is perhaps most accurate to think of

them as little packed groups of huts along the
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Stream which almost invariably flows beneath the

small steep hillside, these huts surrounded by the

pasture of the small pastoral community, and on
the upUnd above by long stretches of open furze

and fern. It is probable that the wooding of the

knolls came later, and it is remarkable that there is

very little ancient plough land in the neighbourhood

of most of these villages. Within the last few
hundred years their general aspect has completely

changed through the introduction of the pine.

Along the whole belt of sand from Elsted right

away to the valley of the Ouse you get bunches of

this tree, making a peculiar note in the landscape

;

and the same is true of the forest ridge to the north.

It is not easy to determine at what date this

foreign timber first invaded the county. It is cer-

tainly not Roman, and almost certainly it was not

to be discovered in Sussex during the sixteenth cen-

tury. The Elizabethan cottage of the Weald has

oak for its material, and this not only on account of

the strength of such wood, but obviously because it

was the cheapest and commonest kind of timber

;

for instance, the thin lathes or strips to which the

smallest tiles are affixed are oi oak in the old houses

as much as are the tie beams and the main rafters.

We should hardly find this if the pine had been
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preient in Su»«ex during that great period of activity

in domestic building ; for the wood of the pine wai

far easier to split and to work where great strength

was not required. It is thought by some that the

tree came in. with aU other Scotch things, in the

time of James 1. But it must be repeated, the

point is undetermined. At any rate it has com-

pletely transformed the detiuls of the Undscape

between the Surrey border and the Downs. There

is. in the present day, no more peculiarly Sussex

view than the sight of the bare line of the Downs

caught in a framework of firs. For instance, such

a fine sight as you get of them at Heyshott from

the height that was once Cobden's land, or the

wonderful bit close by between Selham and Burton.

It is from a hiU isolated and covered with this kind

of timber near Hardham that the best view of the

Arun valley may be obtained, and so forth all

along the line from which at various points one

may regard the range of the Downs.

A third and characteristic aspect of Sussex is. of

course, that great stretch of the coastal plain to

which so much allusion has been made that we need

not emphasise it here : the sole impression of the

county which those retain who have known it from

a residence at Goring, at Lancing, at Findon, at
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Arundel, at Slindon, at Eartham, or indeed at any
of the villages built upon the southern foot-hills of

the Downs. It may be mentioned in connection

with this part of the county, that of all maritime

districts possessed of remarkable inland scenery

Sussex is the least to be remembered by those

who have seen it from the sea. The Downs slope

up so gradually, the Ime of the coast is so flat, and

the reek of the coastal towns, though slight, so

continuous, that the general impression a man ha

who runs along even upon a clear day from Rye
harbour, let us say, to the Looe Stream inside the

Owers, thus covering the whole stretch of the

county coast, is one of monotony. The Downs
make no impression upon the view to landwards,

save at one place where, for ten miles or so from

Eastbourne to Newhaven, one runs along their

seaward end and the high cliffs of Beachy Head,

Birling Gap, and Seaford.

For any one not fully acquainted with the

county, and desirous of thoroughly learning its

character, the best plan is to take one of the

several routes which traverse it, and to make his

journey slowly. The county is so diversified, its

changes of scenery are so rapid, and the slight falls

and rises of the Weald mtdce each so considerable
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a difference to the view, that quick travelling will

never teach a man the nature of Sussex. It is on

this account that the miUions who have gone and

come by the railway between London and the sea

coast have not retained so much as the knowledge

that they have passed through the most distinctive

county in England. The same is undoubtedly true

of the motor car of to-day. What man traveUing

at fifteen to twenty miles an hour recognises the

moment when he crosses the county boundary,

or pi.:is out, as he flashes by, the brickwork of a

true b'jssex gable ?

There are but two ways of learning Sussex :
on

horseback and on foot ; and of these the first, for

those who can afford it, is the best As to the

line to be followed, those who have the leisure

should certainly traverse two—the one from north

to south, the other from east to west And for

the benefit of those who may be inclined to try

the experiment there shall be detailed' here the

way in which such a journey may best be under-

taken.

It will be remembered tha.. we have seen, with

regard to the Weald, that its original clearings

with their isolated farmhouses were united by

random windmg tracks—not true ways, such as
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the old deeiMiut British road under the Downs,
still less properly engineered or civilised roads, but
mere forest paths rambling with but a general
direction, and linking up one steading with another.
Now it is a remarkable fact that the Imes of

these original tracks are in great part preserved

;

in places they have been destroyed by the plough,
in others they have merged into the great highways
of the county, but much of them still remains in

the form of secluded and tortuous lanes which are
sometimes partly metalled, sometimes flagged on
apackhorse path with Sussex marble, and some-
times left green. If a traveller will take one of
these where it enters the county and pursue it to
the Downs, he will get as true a conception of
the way in which the Weald has grown up, of its

primeval woodland, and of the nature of its clear-

ings as it is possible to obtain. He will discover
that to this day very much of the curious loneliness

of the Weald survives within a mile or two of its

most populous towns, and the impression of his

two days' march (or one day if he is a great walker
—the distance will commonly be under twenty-five

miles) will teach him more of the county than any
amount of bicycling along its main roads.

Perhaps the best example remaining of such an

if
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old track is th«t which runs right for the Downs

from the Surrey border where the road comes from

Dorking to Wamham. Its place-names here and

there sufficiently indicate the historic importance

of the way. Thus its entry into the county is the

"shire mark"; its first farm "King's Fold"—fold

is a characteristic ending of a Wealden name.

Often before there were regular farmhouses in a

place there was a pen or boundary within which

forest cattle could be kept Thus, Chiddingfold,

Slinfold, Flitchfold. Dunsfold, etc.. in the forest

on either side of the border.

Next on the road, an hour within the county,

is Wamham. and ui the neighbouring hamlet of

"Friday Street" a termination which is character-

istic of village names along some ancient way;

immedUtely afterwards the road skirts Field Place,

where Shelley the poet was born, and becomes (a

further characteristic of old tracks) a boundary—at

present a parliamentary boundary. It crosses the

Arun at New Bridge or Broad Bridge, and thence

for many miles runs south, neglected and sUent,

crossing the mun r ; je of the Weald and coming

down upon the "Greens." Barn's Green, where it

throws off a little branch to the left, which passes

through Brook's Green. Dragon's Green, becomes
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King's Lane at Shipley, and thence goes on in a
deserted green road towards Chanctonbury.

Meanwhile from Barn's Green the original track

continues south and somewhat west, becomes again

a parliamentary boundary in the neighbourhood of
Coneyhurst Common, turns there once more into

a highroad, crosses the marshy upwaters of the
Adur by a bridge which recalls its twin to the north

(Broad Ford Bridge), and makes straight for the
village of West Chiltington, one of those character-

istic villages which depend for their site upon the

sandhills which rise so suddenly from the clay

beneath the Downs.

After this village it suddenly ceases to be a road,

but continues in the same line as a right of way to

Roundabout (delightful name I ), and thence onward
as a lane again to Storrington, which settlement

was probably the original goal of this very ancient

forest road.

If any one will take such a walk in good weather
he will thoroughly understand what the history of
the central part of Sussex has been. Every name
he finds and every building will enlighten him.

For an east and west line of travel two may be
chosen, and both should be undertaken if this highly

differentiated countryside is to be fully appreciated.
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The first needs but little description, it is a high-

road all the way, and holds the whole line of market

towns spread out upon it like beads upon a string ;

but it is characteristic of the Weald that even this

is not a road single in its intention, but is composed

of various old paths which have been patched

together.

In taking this walk you will go from Petersfield

to Midhurst, where are two inns. The Angel and

The Eagle ; then from Midhurst through Cowdray

Park you follow the Petworth road, and at Pet-

worth is an inn called The Swan, remarkable for

excellent mild ale. Then from Petworth you will

go through Fittleworth and Stopham, over Stop-

ham Bridge to Pulborough ; and at this point the

old marshes of the Aruii, the line of heights from

Broomer's Hill to Thakeham, and the marshes of

the Adur beyond these cause the road to double.

Cowfold is your object, some ten miles away in a

straight line. You must either strike up through

Billingshurst five miles north, and then take the

straight road from Billingshurst to Cowfold, or else

you must strike south to Storrington, and then take

the road through Washington, which branches to

the left just after Wiston, and so reaches Cowfold

through Ashurst and Partridge Green. After Cow-
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fold it is a connected road again as it was up to
Pulborough. You go eastward tlirough Cuckfield,
tlirough Hayward's Heath, past the raUway which
you cross close to Newick Station, straight on to
Maresfleld, down south to Uckfield, then on by the
main road to Heathfield. A mile eastward of the
railway there the road branches; but your better
plan is to follow the old line up which came the
army of Jack Cade—that is, to skirt Heathfield
Park, to pass through Chapel Cross, go over Bright-
ling Hill which has wonderful command of the
whole district, and so come down upon the Rother
at Robertsbridge. There you wiU find an inn called
the George, of considerable moment East of this
you are no longer in the spirit of Sussex, but in
that of Kent, and a very few minutes farther on
you are over the legal boundary between the two
counties.

The second line is, of course, that of the Downs.
It has the disadvantage of ending abruptly at the
sea, and does not show you the whole length of the
county as does the line through the Weald. But
it has the advantage that no other walk or ride
anywhere is of the same kind: fifty miles of
turfi broken only by four short gaps in the river
valleys, lie before you between Harting Hill and

i
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Beachy Head. The itinerary of such a ride is as

follows '„—

You wUl leave Petersfield by the eastern road,

and turn by that lane on the right which makes

for the Downs, reaching theb summit upon Hart-

ing Hill. There is no proper track, but it is open

going round the northern edge of Beacon HUl and

so onwards, always keeping to the escarpment, and

passmg to the southern side of the summit of

Linch Down. This ktter course has the advantage

that it avoids going round deep combe or crypt,

and, moreover, on the southern side of the summit

you strike that ridgeway which wUl accompany

you for many miles, and which here leads you

between the two woods in the open. About a

mUe to the east of the summit of Linch Down

you have to cross the somewhat low and steep pass

where the Midhurst and Chidiester road crosses

the hills. Your ridgeway takes you straight across

it over the top of Cocking Tunnel, and on up agwn

to the Down on the eastern side of the gap. There

it is a clear ride right away untU you come above

Lavington. At this pomt it is well to strike to

th« right or south-west, making for a little chapel

which you will see below you in a sort of interior

valley of the Downs. Here you will find a high-
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road which is the highroad to Petworth ; and if

you continue it to a group of cottages known as
The Kennels, you may leave it agam due eastward
over some ploughed land untU you find in less than
half a mile the escarpment of the hills again.

The object of this somewhat complicated direc-
tion U to avoid the sharp angle of the Downs at
Duncton HiU, but if any one thinks the short cut
too difficult, he has but to follow round the escarp-
ment, and he will come by a rather longer route to
the same pomt, which is that steep combe above
Sutton and Cold Harbour which those who live to
the south of it call, from the nearest farm,

"Cumber Corner," but which is also known as
Cold Harbour HilL It is well to pause here and
make it, as it were, a centre of observation, for

it is a spot from which the general character of
the county, the divisions into which it naturally

falls, and the special features which make up its

landscape, may all be seized in one view.

There is, perhaps, no other place in England
where the landscape is so full of history, and at

the same time so diverse and so characteristic of
its own country-side.

To the south of you, some 600 feet below, is the
whole stretch of the sea-plain, and beyond it, up to

!
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the horizon, which is lifted right into the sky, is

the belt of the sea. On this, if it be near evening,

you see the regular flashing of the Owers Light,

which marks that group of rocks where once was

a Roman town, and you note how the sea is eating

up all that shore. Stretching out towards the

ight in a sharp point is the promontory of Selsea

Bill—all that is left of the submerged land. Here

was founded the first bishopric of Sussex. And

as your mind dweUs upon that foundation you

catch, a little to the west and to the right, the

great spire of Chichester Cathedral standing up

eight miles away under the sunset—Chichester,

to which was removed, and which is now the

successor of, St Wilfrid's original See.

The boundary here between the Sussex sea-plain

and Hampshire is clearly marked, for the level light

sends a gleam along the creeks of the upper harbours

beyond Bosham, which undoubtedly were the first

principal divisions along this coast between the

South Saxons and their neighbours to the west

As you look along that horizon eastward, you

continue to see a chain of Sussex things. You

see the port of Littlehampton, one of the Sussex

river mouths ; farther off, on the extreme limit

of your view, you see the lights of Worthing,
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VIEW FROM CUMBER 16B

chuacterittic of the new great watering-towns
which have grown up all along thu coact You
have in one landscape all that maritime fWnge of
Sussex which is held in such detesUtion by the
men of the Weald, and which is yet the side from
which civilisation or change has always come into
the county

: the sea-plain upon which the Saxon
pirates landed ; the plain upon which the siege of
the Roman town of Anderida took place It was
from this sea that Christianity came, and it was on
the same flat, though in the eastern part of it,

that William of Falaise landed with his army on
the way to conquer at Hastings.

Between the high place from which you uv.
thus looking southward and surveying the land
toward the sea—between the main range of the
Downs, that is, and the dead flat of the rich plough-
land—you see, in one low summit after the other,
those foot-hills of the Downs which are an essential

part of the Sussex landscape, and which are so full

of Sussex history. Here stand in a row, partly
isolated from each other, Halnecker, with its gaunt
deserted mill ; Eartham, where Cowper for some
little time wrote, and where perhaps the best
portrait of him was painted. Next is the great

wooded mass of the Nore Hill, now uninhabited

,
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and silent, but once a stronghold ; the neighbour-

ing summit of Slindon, which was Canterbury land,

one of the great houses of the Archbishop ;
the

promontory of the Rewell Wood, which hides

Arundel ; and farther off eastward that semi-conical

lift of Cissbury, which the men of the place call

High Down. Here first the Briton, then the

Roman, then the Saxon held their trenches, and

here has been found that most fascinating and

absorbing relic of prehistory—a manufactory of

flint implements, finished and half-finished, with

the cores and the chips lying beside the completed

work.

This is what you see to the southward. Directly

to the east and the west of you is the wall of the

Downs, on the crest of which you stand. No-

where else on the crest of that wall will you see

them look so long or so sheer. You see them

fall mile after mile on to the plain, some jutting

slightly forward, as does Ditchling Beacon, upon

the limit of one's gaze, and the whole forming one

strict escarpment, the like of which is not to be

discovered to our knowledge elsewhere in the

world. From this point you perceive and are filled

with the utter loneliness of these hills ; there is not

a house on them nor s man, and they are the more
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lonely tlwt you hmve m immediately, ud yet to far,

below you the litUe fvmhouiet in their combes.
The»e combes, their names and t!'<N great

hollows, recall to you the enormous anti.iuitj .ipuii

which Sussex reposes. Their nam' is a i\;*tic

name. It hag outlasted the three ru.t fure k
<

invasions of the land—the Roman .ivilsers, lie
German pirate, and the re-entry ol' iht Li t,ii. .vitli

the Norman Conquest Their woods iJm. !,uvf

outlasted every destroyer, every cultivator, «.hi
engineer. No one can plough these steep hoUows—
the beeches have clung to them from the beginning
and wiU cling to them always. ImmedUtely
beneath you U one such horseshoe, bitten into the
mass of the Down ; and if you stand still you can
hear moving in it the life of beasts which men
have never seriously disturbed. Small as these
woods are, they are as primal and as isolated as
anything you will find in any distant valley.
They are not cut for profit, or at least very rarely]
because the ground is too steep for haulage. They
live their own life and are secluded.

Indeed, all over the broad back of the Downs,
for seventy miles and more, these patches of woods,
both in the combes and up on the shoulders of the
hais, are a necessary part of Sussex. They exhibit
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the unconquerable nature of the county, its strong-

holds of silence and of desertion within an hour or

two of London, and within a short walk of those

flaring new places which have sprung up upon the

sea-shoie. The past and the very meaning of the

county can still be remembered in the names of

those woods. Here are certain of the "forests"

remaining. Right at your feet is Houghton Forest,

the remnant of a great royal wood lost to the

Crown perhaps in the civil wars.

This view along the Downs tells you many

other things about the county: you have, for

instance, close beside you, not three mUns away,

perhaps the earliest and until latterly ne of the

most used of the "Passes" over the Downs—the

cross-roads at Whiteways. The London road

and the road which had followed along under the

Downs from Lewes unite at the summit of the

Saddle, and lead travellers from the capital or

from the Weald to Arundel or to the sea-plain.

It is an example of those passages over the hills

which have been mentioned as running from

Cocking near Midhurst right away to Lewes, and

which have their best roads at Duncton, here at

Whiteways, at Washington, and beyond New

Timber at Clayton.
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VIEW FROM OtJMBER leg

Those river valkys which we have seen to be so
peculiar to the modeUing of the South country-
trenches cut right through the chalk and appearing
to ignore the natural watershed which the hills
would form—come ako into this landscape. The
greatest of them is right below you in the Arun
valley. If it is winter you will see in the sheets
of water surrounding the river why these vaUeys
were not used for communication, and why to this
day, though the raUway has built itself an embank-
ment across the marshes, no road runs through
along the level floor, which would seem at first

sight the obvious gate through the Downs from
the Weald to the sea.

You can also see £„"! this point of vantage one
of those castles which guard the gates of the
county, for you can see to the north of the gap the
ruins of Amberley. In a word, you have the whole
nature of the Downs and of the sea-plain before
you as you look from Cumber.

But you have also much more. Turn to the
northward, and there lies before you the whole
stretch of the Weald : its towns, its little sandy
pine-clad heights, its irrqfular plan, the large remains
of its old woods and heaths. Far beyond it you
may see, like another wall answering the southern

'jiStii
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wall of the Downs, the Une of the Surrey hiUs;

and aU Sussex which is not maritime Ues between

you and them in one sweep.

You have to the north-westward the great bunch

ofHindhead, where the three counties of Hampshire,

Sussex, and Surrey meet ;
you have to the eastward

an interminable succesaion of low heights, one

behind the other, which stretch out to the Kentish

border and make up the Sussex Weald. You may

gee, at the farthest pomt which the eye can reach,

the lonely fir-trees upon Ashdown, which stands so

high as to hide the Kentish "hursts" behind it

One of those small towns of the Weald which

are most characteristic of Sussex is beneath you,

the Uttie town of Petworth, with its great house

insolentiy overshadowing it and swallowing it up.

There is also beneath you something more Sussex

and more dignified than the blatant grandem of

such a palace—the squires' houses all the way along

from Burton to Parham. You are too far to see

how well they illustrate the county,—Parham

especially, which is built of chalk, and is altogether

a sort of natural growth of Sussex,—but you

may easily grasp in their continuous line what sort

of house it was round which the old manors

clung.

ii: 1 =
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From Cumber alio you judge how far it may
be true that the Weald was ever uninhabited.

You see indeed great patches of woodland, and
many more patches of what may have been recent,

but what are most likely ancient, clearings. You
see belts of heath on which nothing has ever grown
or will grow, and you see everywhere villages

which are certainly of great age, because they lie

along the main lines of communication.

Speaking of these, it is worthy of notice that

yo ! have next to you, as you stand here on
Gumber, that most distinct and the best-preserved

Roman road in England. The Stane Street

crosses this saddle of the range ; it is raised several

feet above the surface of the hills. It is like a
rampart, and comes straight from the spire of
Chichester on the south-western horizon. Here
are visible all the points of the Stane Street which
have been detailed upon a former page, the way in

which it negotiates the escarpment of the Downs
in a great curve, and the way in which, when once
it has struck the plain, it darts right for the crossing

of the Arun at Pulborough. Hence also may be
caught that gap in the Surrey hills at Dorking for

which the road makes northward, and beyond which
it is lost in the turf at Epsom.
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As you trace that taut line across the Weald

you may note every period of the Sussex past

You see it crossing at Bignor the winding elbowed

British lane which has sunk so deep through

centuries of traffic below the surrounding fields,

you see the famous ruins of the Roman villa, and

the ruin of the Priory of Hardham, which stood

upon its highway.

The watershed which divides the Sussex from

the Surrey rivers stands up in the midst of the

Weald before you plainly enough, though it is lower

than the ridge of the Downs to the north or the

south. There is to be distinguished very clearly to

the north-east that part of it called St Leonard's

Forest from which flows the Aran to the south

and the Mole to the north : the Sussex river of

Arundel, and the Surrey river of Dorking.

All those things, then, which are especial to the

county, and which we have remarked elsewhere to

be the distinguishing marks of Sussex, stand out in

this view from Cumber: the historic sites, the

forests, the escarpment of the Downs, their foot-

hills; the encroachments of the sea; the ancient

and the modem parts which the sea-line plays in

Sussex history ; the small old ports which have so

much, and the great modem pleasure towns which
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have so little, to do with the life of Sussex men ; the
river crossing the chalk hills ; the oaks, the pines,

and the heaths of the Weald ; the Roman founda-
tions of our state ; the great Roman road and the
Roman villa

; the squires' houses, its successors

;

the little towns ; the marshes of the gaps through
the hills ; the roads over the passes,—all these are

combmed in such a view, and if a man has but
very little time in which to comprehend the nature
of Sussex he cannot do better than to leave the

Chichester road for awhile, either at the top of
Duncton hill, or half a mile farther at The Kennels,

and walk up to Cumber corner to see the sight

which has been here described.

Next after the Saddle, from which is seen this

great view, the traveller will go on eastward along

the ridge, down the somewhat steep side of Bignor
Hill, and he will find on the other side of the cleft,

which here separates Bignor from Westburton
Hill, the first of those dew pans of which we spoke
in our first description of the county. From just

beside it there is a straight green track leadmg just

south of the crest of the hills, and just north of the

line of Houghton Forest, and falling at last into

the highroad from London to Arundel, just before

the cross-road of Whiteways, where is the lodge
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of Arundel Park. Here he has the choice of two

routes : he may go through Arundel Park down

on to the town of Arundel some two or three

miles away, or he may go straight down Houghton

Hill and so across the bridge at Amberley. It is

this latter course which he had better take if his

object is an exploration of the Downs.

Gomg down Houghton Hill he will note the

old road running steeply down the side oi the

Downs and the new one curving more gently

to the south. They reunite at the entrance of

Houghton village, just where the old inn, the

George and Dragon, stands. A hundred yards

farther there comes in that ancient track which

links up all the prehistoric village sites under the

Downs, and for which there is no name.

It is interesting, as one leaves Houghton village,

to notice how the road (which is now identical

with the old British track) approaches the marshy

land of the river, following the spur of dry land

which pushes out into the marshes, and making

for the nearest similar spur on the farther side of

the stream. All old British ways approach a river

in this fashion, as, for instance, the track to which

we owe London Bridge, the crosang of the Medway

near Lower Hailing, of the Mole just north of
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Oorking, and of the Oarent at Oxford. The last

few yards of the road where the marshy hmd b^ins
are carried on the modem causeway; the Arun
itself is crossed by a fine bridge, on the &rther

side of which is an inn which makes a very good
stopping-place, whether a man has ridden or has

walked, for, by the time he reaches this inn, he

will have gone between fifteen and twenty miles.

Moreover, it is always wise, when one is exploring

the Downs, to rest in the river valleys which cut

them rather than to come down off their main
summits on to the plain, for to do this last is to

waste much effort in the climb of next morning.

Half a mile after leaving Houghton Bridge inn

the traveller will find a lane leaduig straight up
to the top of the Downs, a summit here called

Rackham Hill ; and thencef"^ ard he has before

him a ridgeway of five miles ot aibroken turf of the

finest sort in England, midway along which he
should note upon the steep escarpment beneath

him (along the northern side of what is called

Kithurst Hill) the great embankment which may
perhaps be defensive earthworks, or may perhaps

be some religious emblem of the prehistoric

ancestors of the county.

At the end of the five miles he comes down
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upon what is known as Washington Gap, wnere

the Worthing road crosses the hills, and as he does

so he leaves upon his right Highden, the original

home of the Gorings, and the centre from which

has spread the influence of that Sussex family.

The gap is low, but a little over 800 feet, and

when he has crossed it he must go up nearly 500

more to the height of Chanctonbury Ring, which

is the Itnot or pivot, as it were, upon which the

whole system of the range turns. Though it is

not exactly central between the Hampshwe borders

and the sea end of the Downs, being a good deal

to the west of such a centre, it is a place of

observation from which the range may be dis-

covered stretching to the left and right through

the whole of its extent. Ditchiing Beacon to the

east and Duncton Down to the west are twenty or

thirty feet higher, but neitlser is so conspicuous as

the Ring. Here also, fanmediately to the east and

just below the clump of trees, is the largest dew pan

on the DoMms.

It is possible to go down from Chanctonbury

straight to Steyninj^ but, if one desires to see all

one can of the hills, it is better to keep upon them

imtil one sees below one a spur pointing towards

BramHr ; there is a lane down this spur, and at
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Bninber another excellent inn called the Castle

Inn. Here the second river valley of the Downs
is crossed: the valley of the Adiir. From the

Anin to the Adur is a very short day, yet it is

good policy to rest here, as there is no other break

in the hills between this valley and that of thu

Ouse at Lewes, which is almost as long a journey

as that of the first day.

After Bramber the line of the range becomes

somewhat confused, and does not follow that strict

and mibending direction which has hitherto marked

it There is a projection northward in Wolstonbury

Hill, and &irly deep depressions between the

principal hdghts. The course to be followev is

further complicated by the near presence of

Brighton, which has thrown out a railway almost

up to the top of the range, and has brought the

influences of a town to the deep combe known
as Devil's Dyke.

This unfortunate spot cannot be avoided save <>n

foot, for, on horseback, the escarpment to ^he north

is too steep to be followed ; it is therefore best tu

take it boldly, unpleasant as it is, to go well south

of the Dyke and make for the hamlet of Saddles-

combe, the first passage of the Downs after Bramber.

Thence the traveller will go due north-east over the

if
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shoulder of New Timber Hill, in the v»lley beyond

he will cross the two Brighton roads (that from

Crawley and that from Cuckfleld) just before they

join, he will leave Wolstonbury Hill wholly on his

left and will make for the summits of the Downs

before him, going due eastward from the highroad

when he has crossed it

When he has once reached these summits beyond

the road he has another straight run of seven miles

of splendid turf and of glorious views along a lonely

and unwooded ridge, past Ditchling Beacon, and

catching beneath him as he goes, at the foot of the

hills, the last miles of the old British track which

here links up Westmeston, Plumpton, and Offham.

When he comes at last to the fall of the hills

down upon the Ouse valley, he MriU see before him

the town of Lewes and its castle, and as he goes

down towards it he will note the race-course upon

hii right, which stands upon the site of the great

battle of 1264, wherein the Barons defeatef' Jie King

and laid the foundations of Parliament Lewes,

when he reaches it should form his third resting-

place, lying as it does upon the third of the rivers

which cut the Downs.

Upon the fourth day the way lies along the

main Eastbourne road for the first two or three
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milM, until Beddingtuun is readied. Tliere on>-

turns to tlie riglit juit by t»>e cliurch, end after half

a mile of going on«< flnds a lane leading straight

up on to the Downs ; a ridgeway takes one along
the crest (the height of which is here called Firle

Beacon), and in about five miles one comes down
upon the valley of the Cuckmere and the very old

village of Alfriston.

For the last few miles of the journey there

is a choice of ways : one may turn to the right

after Alfriston bridge and, going past Lul'ington

Court, take a lane which leads one straight to the

viUage of Jevmgton, thus cuttir j off the projecting

comer and height of Winddo' • Hill, or one may
turn to the left after the bridge and go round over

the top of the ridge, and so down on to Jevington

from the north. From Jevington a sho lane

leads straight up on to the height of Will jdon
Hill, and thence it is a straight southerly line along

the escarpment with a few slight rises and falls until,

just four miles on, one stands above the precipice

of Beachy Head where the Downs fall into the sea,

and one's journey is ended. These four days, if

they are spent in weather of passible clearness,

teach one the whole of that lonely and wonderful

belt of England, the landscape and character of
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which hive built up the county on either ride to

the north and south of hills.

It would, of course, be possible to devise many

another journey by which those who do not know

the county might better appreciate somewhat of its

aspects. But these three of which we have spoken

are the best in general for an exploration of

Sussex, unless .one pleases to add a fourth of a

somewhat monotonous and truncated character,

which would be to cover in one day the coastal

plain from Chichester to Brighton, and m another

the sea coast and the marshes from Eastbourne to

Rye. The second section of this is straightforward

enough, taking one through Pevensey, Hastings,

and Winchelsea. As to the first, it is advisable not

to follow the main road through Arundel, but to go

by lanes nearer the sea from Chichester to Easter-

gate, thence to Yapton, and so on through Little-

hampton, West Ferring, Worthing, and along the

sea coast to New Shoreham. It is possible also

to take either section right along its beach. There

is no interruption, but it would be a dreary and

a heart-breaking thing to do, and would leave

upon a man a general impression of red brick and

boardmg-houses, and esplanades and tin bungalows,

interrupted by intervals of tufted grass growing
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rank upon deserted sand-hills. Nay, even these are

not all deserted, for in places Londoners can be

seen upon them playing golf.

It is best to grander inland, to pass every night

at some one of the small market towns, and, when

one has returned from the county, to be able to

remember the many unbroken woods, the isolated

clearings, the primeval tracks, now metalled and

now green, the little patches of swamp, the clay

pools and the short oaks of the Weald, the

abrupt sandstone ledges crowded with pine, the

hare Downs beyond seen between such trees,

and the large levels of the four rivers which,

between them, make up the county, and explain

the history of its soil and of its families, and the

peculiar tenacity with which it maintains under

all modem vicissitudes its unique and enduring

character.

It may not be without utility to close these

pages with a few remarks upon the last way in

which the county can be explored in the course

of a holiday. We will consider the approach from

the sea and leam something of the way in which

a small boat should regard the harbours of this

coast ; of how the rivers are to be ascended, and

of the particular difficulties at the mouth of each.
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ThoM of our readers who have the opportunity

to explore the county in this way from the coast

and the Channel may not be numerous, but they

can at least boast that their method of travel can

give them the best appreciation of its history, for

Sussex grew up from the harbours.

We have already remarked that the Sussex

harbours come at fairly regular intervals, especially

those between Beachy Head and the Isle of Wight,

but they are not by any means equally easy of

access, even for a small boat drawing, let us say,

six feet of water ; and the most difficult of all five

is Rye, at the mouth of the Rother.

It is an almost universal rule that old harbours

firom which the sea has retreated, but to which the

waterway still exists, are difficult of access, and Rye
is no exception to this rule. There extends for more

than a mile from the shore a mass of peaty mud
through which the sea-bed of the river winds in a

most tortui-js fashion; at half-tide it is almost

impossible to follow it if one has had no local

experience. The matter is made worse from the

fact that the channel is very poorly marked; its first

entrance from the sea is impossible to discover in

thick weather and not too easy upon a clear day.

All this is a pity, for if Rye were still as accessible
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u ii wy Arundel, or even BoshMn. it would form
the moft chmrming of all entries into the county,

with ita pyramid of old red tooh and ito deep and
visible liiitory.

From Rye all the way across the bay to Beachy
Head there is no haven, nor for the matter of
that any difficulty for a small' craft, save that the
shore is very flat between Hastings and Eastbourne,
and that, as one's course takes one well out, it is not
easy to fix landmarks. In good weather, of course.

Beachy Head is a most prominent object all the

way, and the light below it a perfect mark at night,

but a very little haze b enough to make a yachtsman
who is following alongshore get a mile or two in or

out, especially as a strong tideway runs in between
Pevensey Bay and the Royal Sovereign shoals.

Rounding Beachy Head itself is easy enough work
except when a strong northerly wind is blowing.

On these occasions the Head, which is very abrupt,
and the cliffs to the west of it, have a way of
spilling sharp gusts unexpectedly down on to the
water beneath. The present writer has seen a flve-

tonner under three reefs and a storm jib all but
swamped within half a mile of the shore by one of
these puffs, which are especially dangerous from
the fiict that there is no telling quite in what
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dinction they will come. A ftill north-eaiterly

wind on the ttarboMd quarter m one rounds the

head can give one a let-back in the shape of an

unexpected gust coming round from right ahead

out of Birling Gap. The only rule when the wind is

blowing strong off-shore is to keep well out-

irritating as it is to have to do so when one is

making Newhaven. since every tack towards the

outside means another mile to be beaten inwards

against the weather.

Some years ago it would have been necessary to

warn the reader of a small reef which runs out from

Beachy Head and is especially dangerous at high

water, but a new lighthouse is now fixed upon this

reef and the old danger no longer exists.

Newhaven Harbour, as we have seen upon a

previous page, is the most serious commercial

harbour upon the coast It is the only one before

which there is not some considerable bar, and it

go«s without saying that small boats, such as we

are supposing, can enter freely at any state of the

tide ; but it is by no means the easiest of the Sussex

rivers for a smail boat to Ue in. It has a heavy

traffic both of trade and pas»..ngers, conveyed in

large steamers along a rather narrow river, and

until a dock for htrge craft has been constructed it
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will always be a rather anxious place to get in and

out of, especially as there is a very strong tide in

the Ouse. A dozen miles or so farther westward

along the coast is the modem entrance of Shoreham
Harbour. This harbour has a rather awkward bar,

and it is not infrequently necessary to wait for the

:ide ; moreover the tideway runs like a stream right

athwart the mouth, and therefore tends to make
one run dangerously near the pier-heads if the wind

is light, but, once this bar is crossed and the piers

past, Shoreham still affords very good moorings for

a small boat, and it also is well situated for proceeding

in any direction inland ; but one must be careful to

take the right-hand or eastern branch of the harbour,

and not to go up the river on the left-hand side, as

the former is deep, secure, and well-wharfc-i, while

the latter has steep, shingly banks, and soon becomes

extremely sliallow.

At much the same distance from Shoreham that

Shoreham is from Newhaven will be found the

harbour of Littlehampton, which is in some ways

the best of all as a centre or goal for small craft.

Its great drawback is its bar, which is the worst in

the whole county, worse even than that of the

Rother. In spite of continual dredging this bar is

perpetually appearing above the surface at low
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spring tides, and it is hopdess to attempt to enter

at any draught of water before half-tide. The bar

is, however, quite close to the end of the pier ; there

is good holding ground for anchor, and signals of

showing fipom the pier-head signal-stafiT clearly

indicate the depth over the bar at any moment

The heavy gales from the south-west, which are

the only dangerous ones on those parts of the coast

(with the exception ofsome very rare south-easte-ly

gales), are broken for Littlehampton by the Owers

Bank, and to some extent by the group of rocks

which run eastward from them, and there are very

few days when it is not safe to anchor outside and

wait for the tide.

Once inside, the Aran will be found the most

practicable and the most delightful of Sussex

rivers for the sailor. There is depth for sea-

going vessels all the way up to Arundel, the

approach to which is perhaps the most striking

approach to a port to be found in England. Half-

way on this journey is a rolling railway bridge,

but there is no other obstruction and plenty

of water all the way. At Arundel is the first

permanent bridge, but a small boat, or a boat

with a lowering mast, can go on much farther up

the river. The tide will carry one, when there is
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no backwater or flood, as high as Ftilborough in

the heart of the county.

Formerly all the Sussex rivers gave this oppor-

tunity for entering from the sea into the centre of

the countryside, to which was doubtless due the

only too thorough results of the pirate raids in the

early part of our history. Thus a Danish ship has

been found right up the Rother on the Kentish

border near Northiam, at a place where the river is

now no more than a brook. Similarly it was easy

to sail up the Ouse far beyond Lewes. As we have

previously remarked, the Adur was a navigable

river till recent times almost as &r as Shipley. At

present the Arun alone of these waterways remains.

It owes its preservation to the fact that the care of

man has never been allowed to lapse upon its

banks. Its high dykes (still called by the Norman-

French name of "rives") have always been care-

fully maintained, and where the old river was

silting up (as for instance in the great bend by

Burp'-im) new cuts have prese-ved the scouring

of the channel We must, however, regret that

ir this direction the canal system by which the

Arun was linked up with the rest of England has

been deliberately allowed to go to pieces. There

used to be a waterway from Ford to Chichester,
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whichm.de the mortdelightftilofintandexcurnon^

.„d of which Turner hw p«nted . f«nou. picture.

It is now nothing but a dry ditcju H«herupn«r

H«dh«m another waterway led «!ro«. the great

bend of the river to Stopham «•»
««'"J'""!j

"
J

canal paraUel to the stream, across the W«W untd

the upper waters of the Wey were reached^d

throXhemtheThamesvalley. Itw«. therefore

quitTeasy until the destruction of ttie «malJo go

Jy water fh,m the Sussex co^rt to Weybndge^^ It

?typi«d of our modem politics that a national

l^tage of this sort should have b,«n thrown

away by Parliament in its subservience to the «d

way interest, and it is to be hoped that ti«t

S;T2 and the emplacement of the oW locU

and the sum required to put the ««.l mtoje

again would certainly be recovered m a few years

of pleasure traffic alone.
.:j„ s.

The last of the harbours we have to consito «

th^t raniification o^cr.^^ I^e

^^J^^TJ
s;ri:::^Herj:;r;rXerybadurand

f"mplicated entrance. From Littlehampton^-

^U boat should make for the pomt of Seise

Bill and so creep through Looe stream. But sh.
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must take ciu-e Lg do t'lis on an ebb-tide, for it is

impossible to get through against the flood.

Even for quite small vessels the entry of

Chichester Harbour is navigable only at high tide,

but the exploration of it is delightful whether one

runs up Fishbourne Creek (which lands one near to

Chichester) or, leaving this on the right, one goes

straight on to the wharf of Bosham. There is,

unfortunately, no river running from these creeks

up into the county, but they form an excellent and
sheltered mooring from which to start upon sails

into the Solent just to hand.

This method of learning the county, the entry

from the sea, is the most natural, the most historic,

and the most germane to the nature of Sussex.

Every port one enters is the port of Rape, every

river up which one's dinghy takes one is the

river along which the penetration of the county

has proceeded in past times, and one upon which

its principal market-towns will be found. So
Chichester, Arundel, Steyning, Lewes, can be

reached, and with more difficulty towns farther

up the country. The whole manner in which

Sussex has grown up is impressed upon the man
who enters it from the Channel.

Unfortunately it is the least familiar and perhaps
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least easy of aU the ways in which the county may

be approached, but those who care to try the

experiment will find themselves well repaid for

the exertion the method involves, especially as

they explore one of those valleys which lead

through the Downs and reveal section by section,

as one goes up stream, every distinctive portion

and contrast of the countryside, until the heart

of the Weald is reached, and the traveUer can see

from his boat, as the pirate of the fifth century

saw from a wider and more marshy stream, the

lone, straight escarpment of the hills closing the

hoiLn and defining the land to which he was to

give his language and his tribal name.
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Adnr, River, 39, 40
Aella, legend of, 60
Alfoideon Bridge, on Stane Street,

68
Amberley, antiquity of. 111

goei back to eighth century, lOfi

on old British trackway under
the Downs, Ifi

position on Anin, 36, 37
Amberley Castle, 110
Anderida, legend of fall of, 60-61

upon site of Pevensey, 53
Angerming, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 105
Arun, maritime portion of, 38
Arun River, 35, 36

its advantages for sailing and
boating, 186-188

Arundel, abeence of Roman relics

in, 53
early fortification of, 66
original site of bridge of, 109

Rape of. See Rue of Arundel
river valley of, 37
town of,probable great antiquity

of, 107-109
Arundel Castle, new cut-flint work

in, 32
view from river, 37, 38

Aihbumham, &mily of, 126
Ashtngton, family of, 14

Bar, absence of, at month of Ouse,
41

Bar, at mouth of Adar, 39
Barlavington, mentioned in

Doomsday, 105
Bamham, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 105
Bartelotts of Stopham, 127
Battle, Monastery of, 110

position of, 44
BatUe of Hastings, 71-74
Beach, value of to early navi-

gators, 4
Beachy Head, 179

dtflliculties of sailing under, 183,
184

Beeding, mentioned in Alfred's
will, 101

" Belts " for principal longitudinal

divisions of Sussex, 10, 11
Bexhill, mentioned in Doomsday,

92
Bignor, mentioned in Doomsday,

105
example of sand formation in

the Weald, 14
on old Briti^ trackway under

the Downs, 15
Roman pavement of, on Stane

Street, 55
Billingsbunt, 113
on Stane Street, 58

Binsted, mentioned in Doomsday,
105

Bishopric, first Sussex, founded,64
Blunt, ftmily of, 127, 133, 134
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Bo(hain,mwition<d in Doonudajr,

116
:3oundariea of SuMei, eMt mi

WMt, S

Boundary, northern, of Sumox,

nature of, 8

Boxgrove, M>;nut«ry of, arim on

the Roman Koail, 118

on Stane Street, 65
Bramber.aparliamentaryhorough,

101

Bramher Caatle, 99-100

continuity of poeaeiaion of, 100

example of Aint building, 91

early fortification of, 66

on old Britiih trackway under

the Downs, Ifi

Braoae, fitrt overtord of Rape of

Bramber, 99
Brighton, importance of in Rape

ofLewea.SS
modem development of, 137,198

Britiah Road under Do^fna, 10

Buckman's Farm, on 9tane Street,

SB
BurfordBridge,onSUne3treet,64
Burpham, mentioned in Dooma-

day, lOJ

on Aran, 37
Buriiill, firrt Member for Rape of

Bramber, 103, 104

Burton, mentioned in Doomsday,

loa
example of sand formation in

the Weald, U
Bury, on old Britiah trackway

under the Downs, 16

example of sand formation in

the Weald, 14

mentioned in Doomsday, lOA

Bttttolphs, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 101

position on Adur, 39

Buxtsd, late development of, 91

Canals from Aran, disused, 187,

188

Castle Arandel, new cut-«lnt work

in, 32

at Arundel, 37, 38
Bramber, example of flint build-

ing, 31

Caatles, secondarr, of Sussex, 98,

09
Chanctonbury Ring, 24, 176

Chichester Harbour, diAculty of

entry for small craft, 188, 189

marsh bounding Suaae;- to west,

«
Chichester, principal town of

coastal plain, 11

site of capital of the Regni, 48

Christian religion destroyed by

invasions, 62, 83
Climping, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 10«

CoastalPUin, 11, 12

character of laniiscape of, IM,
ISS

track of journey along, 180

Coast, Sussex, cruising along, 181-

190
Cobden's Farm, upon belt of loam

under the Downs, 14

Cocking, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 110

Cold Harbour on Stane Street, 65

Combe, parish of, position on

Adur, 39
Coombea, mentioned in Dooms-

day, 101

Counties, English, their char-

acteristics, 1,2
Cnwborough, disfigurement of,

147
Crowhurst, mentioned in Doom*-

day, 92
Cuckfield, date of origin of, 84

Manor of, history of, 128

Cuckmere River, 41

I Dawtreys of Petworth,. laB

De Albinia, succeasors to Mont-

I

gomerya, 106
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Daril'i Uykt, 177
Dew paui ou Oowhh, 2S
UoomniUjr, aurvgy of LawM lUu),

Dorking Churchyard, uii Staue
HtrMt, M

DowiUj difficulty of building OHf 21
omrthworks ou, 26, 27
roadt acroM, tewneaa of, 04
aystem of dew pana, 23
uninhabited, lU
villages to aouth of, 2U
villages under eacarnment of,

2«
woods of, 22, 23
South, backbone of Sussex, 2

coutuur ot^ 9
direction of axia of, 10
nature of, 17, 18, 10, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24
iw aim E^uth Downs

Duucton, mentioned in Doomsday,
lOfi

Kartham, Manor of, htatory of, 120
Earthworka on Downs, 26, 27
Eaatbourne, 141
Eaatergate, mentioned in Dooma.

day, lOJS

jEcclesiaatical power in Rape of
Chichester, US, 116

£dward the Confessor, importance
of reign of, 68

Egdean, example of sand forma-
tion in the Weald, 14

English counties, their charac-
teristics, 1, 2

Felpham, mentione'J inDoomsday,
104

Feudalism, strength of, in Sussex,
78

Firle Beacon, 179
Ftttlewortli , itapositiononWeetdm

Kother, 36
Fits Alans, successors to the de

Albinia, 106

Five Oaks Green, on Staue Street.
SB

Flint, method of building with,
30, 31, 32

Forest Hidge, 8, II, 12
Fortitiuittioii, primitive, example

ofatKithuist Hill, 17s
Frant, UO
Fulcking, on old lf\

'
-sh trackway

under the Downs, lis

Gainsford, family of, 126
Godwin, a Sussex man, 68

his estates in Sussex, 60
Goring, family ot', 126
Goring, mentioned in Doomsday,

105
'

Graffham, mentioned in Dooms-
day, lie

example of saud formation in
the Weald, 14

Manor and history of, 120
Gumber Corner, view Irom, 103-

173

Hailsham, mentioned in Dooms-
day, 91

Halnecker Hill, on Stane Street,
65

Harbours, nature of Sussex, 3
Hardham, mentioned in Dooms-

day, tOj
Monastery of, arises on the
Roman Road, 118

Roman camp at, on Stane St , 56
Hasting, the pirate, his raid, 66.

03
H- ings. Battle of, 71-74

Castle of, »3-87
example of value of a beach, 4
importance of beach to early

shipping, 03-95
name of, 03
origins of, 03-07
Rape of. *« Rape of Hastings

Hastings Bay, mathod of crossinir,
183

2.«
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..H»Uug.PUin;'.it.ofB.tU.

H.y^o«,e«n.Bleof»»dform^

meuaonedM Percy Uud, 117

Hlgbd.u, orifriiiJ fc""" »' **•

riM in thirteenth century, 101

Houjhton, cr«.ing of Arun .t,

Houghton Forert, lu .

How«rdi, .uccewor. to AlbuilB;

.u^r. to Mo«br.y., 100.

HurJ^lerpoint, .urvey of R»pe of

Lewes, 83

Inv«iou,8«on,ofSj^.^^
Iron indurtry, unportinw ol to

Rune of Peveniey, 00

l™,"nTurtryofW.id,«.ti,ulty

of, 89

Juniper Hdl, on Stme Street, 64

Keynier, .urvey of B»pe of l«»e.,

83
Kithu,rtHill,17«

Knepp CMtle, 104

Uncing, mentioned in Doon.«l.y,

tion in the weuo, '»

oo old BritiBh tr«kw»y under

the Downs, 1» „
~e> early fortlfiMtion of, 68

^SnieofinSaxontin....*?

NonoM CMtle in, 81

I ..MM itfMitiOD of on Ouie, 41

^^^^lUpeofUw).
70-8^

rit«ofB»tUeof,17B
town, ohBMtenillce of, 80

liiich Down, 163
. , »

uSeh«.plin,.t mouth of Arun,

diftculty of «?«'»•
/"'',SS*^JS

•nchoruge deKtibed, 18», IB"

Lo«m, holt of, vUUgee upon, 14

Looo Stream, 8*

Madehurrt, Manor of, hirtory of,

129

Marthe. hounding Suwi to eart

and west, A j •„

deatruction of Roman roada in,

MaySeld, firt of 8o««x Une of

'eccleriartlcal P"!""' B» .„
Midhurrt, ila potitlon on Wertem

Rother, 36

Ute development of, 117

Monarteriea of SuMex, "/-IID

M^nt^mer,., «rrt o«riord. of

Kape of Arundel, IW
Mortoir«rrt overlord of Rap. of

Fevenaey, 87

Mount Cabum, .e'«J'P>» »/ P*
hiatoric fortification, 91

Mowhraya, aucceaaora to Bi«»e,

100

Nature of Suaaex Harhouw, J

Sewliaven Harbour, advantagef
**

„d diaadvanlage. of, fo.

amall craft, 184

NewCm, y-lUon at mouth o

NewtimSrfManor of, hiatoryol

NonJ^i Conqueat in 8u«ei, 69-7

Northchapel, 113

Nortiiom boundary of Su»e.

nature of, 8

Northatolie on Arun, Ji
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Ookl«y(in !tarTe]r),oi>SUiwStre*t,

H
OuM, river, 40, 41

Owen Lightihip, tSS

Oienbridge, Cunilgr of, 126

Palmen of Angennlni^, 126
Parhmm, mentioned in Doomadajr,

105
PeMuitry of Soaeex, cltAracter of,

144,148
Petworth, mentioned in Dooms-

dmy, lOS

Peveniey, ancient geogmphical
poeition of, 80

Celtic derivation of the name,
87

decline of, 89, 00
Level, termination of the Weal-
don flats on the sea, 11

Rape of, see Rape of Pevensey

Roman remains in, 88
site of Anderida, 63
William the Conqueror lands

there, 71

Pine trees, comparatively recent

in Sussex, 193-1S4

Place names, Sussex, 61

ofSussex, pronunciation of, 140,

ISO
Plain, Coastal, eee Coastal

Poynings, on old British trackway

under the Downs, 15

Prehistory of Sussex unknown,
47

Pulborough, its position on Arun,
36

mentioned in Doomsday, 105

Pulhorouf^h Bridge, point where
Stane Streetcroesed theArun,
67

Rackham Hill, 176

Rape of Arundel, 104-113

Arundel, Montgomerys first

overlords of, 106

Bramber, 00-104

Rape of Bramber, Braoae firat

overloid of, BO
Chichester, 113-117

HasUngs, 01-99

Lewes, growth of, 79-85

its central character, 85
original harbour of^ 82

Lewes, WiUUm of Warren firat

overlord of, 82
Pevensey, 87-81

Pevensey, importance of iron

industry, 90
Pevensey, Morton first overlord

of, 87
Pevensey, shape of, 86

Rapes, divisions of Sussex, 77
number and origin of, 78

Regni, Sussex trilw, 48
Hidge, forest, 8
Rings of woods on Downs, 24

Rivers of Sussex, 3, 36-44

give rise to earliest settlements,

4
River valley, nature of Sussex,

42
River valleys of Sussex, not used

by main roads, 21, 22
Robertsbridge, 01

Monastery of, 118

position of, on Rother, 44

Roman basis of Sussex civilisation,

48-60

camp at Hardham, on Stane

Street, 56
fortifications at Alfordean

Bridge, 68
Road, Stane Street, crossing

Arun, 36
Road, Stane Street, fully

described, 54-68

Roads destroyed in manhee, 6

Roman's Wood, on Stane Street,

58
Rather, river of, 43, 44

Valley of, marshes in, bound

Sussex eastward, 5

Western, 36
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of K.p« of Uw«., 83

modem dUfIr'"™"'' 'Ji.J'"
Riiiiier. l»tt montlon of, 1«2

Rj^itTqully «d origln.a eon-

h£r.°f?aMcuUyof.ntry,
18-2

SKldlMcombo, 177

Mnt Wafrid, rt«r;r »f. « y
SliDd formmUoM in th« wo«ia,

S«o"nv«ion.ofSu«.,flM4
See of 8.1m., founded, 64

Senl«c, diKUMion of the nune,

Shipley, developed ni tw«nn

8h.X™l.'Xur,,ntyof^fo.
nneU craft, descnhed, 185

Shorehem, Old,po.itlon on Adur,

10
ri»«id decline of, 102-103

Sinaleton, in Doomiday, IIB

l8anorof,htatoryof, 130

81infold,113 „.»„_.,
South Downi, hMkbone of SuM»,

3
contour of, 9 ,j_™ii-i
ioumey dong era* ofde«!rihe<i,

161-180

^'""S dWnl^tionVf feudd

vatem, llftlM .

StDinl., monMt.7of,ong.nJ
lord, of RotherAeld, 80

..SLG»4.«.dtheUrH!on"Inn
at Houghton, 112

. . ,,

St Uonerl-e Fomrt, ongindly

Bnow Land, 102

Stane Strert,, •PP""''5S„ °'

Gumher Corner, 171, 172

Roman road, crowing Aran, 3»

StiuM Btiwt, Ronwn ro«l, ftiHy

d.Mrib«l, »4JiB

BunH, iOulh.m yaU.y« of
Uoww,

Staying, on old Britiah track-

.asunder the Downa, 18

Stophai, junction of Wertem

Rother and Arun, 38

mentioned In BoonudayjlOS

Storrington, mentioned in Dooma-

on*oId BritUh ti«kway under

theDowna.ie
Strickland, *«»"!'

"'-."Sir^a 2
Suiaex, bounded by the WmW, Z

character of peaaant in, 1*4

cnatad from the aea, i

eart, gradual diafigu"™"'* "'

146
epithet "SciUy" appHod to,

oiploration of eaat and weal,

180-161

feudalum, atrength of, 7B

general pUn of, 48, «
pooped round the South

iaoUt™'in prahiatoric tlmea,

laSacapea of, 160-188

nMural^undariea of, eaat an*

northern boundary of, nature

of, 8 , , .„
Mwiit, character of, 148

KSi.; dialect of, aomewhat

exaggerated,^143

SuS^lSSl, pronunciation of,

149, 180

rivera, 3, 38-44

rivera of, determined the em
MjlUementa, 4

sharp divialon in eaat and weat,

144
towm dev«lop«l Uter «cordiug

t6 dirtJince from wa, 7
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UOWM,

I tnck-
1,16

iboonu-

ty under

5
W«ad,2
1,144
2

nn«nt of,

.plied to,

ud weet,

f,78

M South

irio tlmee,

if, eait end

of, natiiK

if, 148

,
eomewhet
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Button, inentloiu4 in Doomidejr,

109

Thatoh, eioeL'oncr of in Suawx,
ISA

Thedilum, 14
Tortlncton, mentioned in Duumi-

dey, lOS
Momutery of, 119

Towni, SuHOx, developed leter

acoording to diitsnee from

Tumuli above Duncton Hill, 27

on Downi, 27

t'cklleld, late development of, 91

(Tpper Waltham, mentioned in

Doomiday, 109

Vallejri, to wutli of Dowue, called

ftenee, 23
Villaffea to louth of Downi, 29

under eiearpment of Downt, 20

Walberton, mentioned in Dooma-
day, 109

Wanen, the ftmily of overloida

of Rape of l«wei, 79

Warren, WillUm of, Urtt overlord

of Rape of Lewee, 82
Waahington, on old BritUh tmok-

way under the Downi, 19

poae over t>owne at, 176

Watering-plaeae, growth of, 136-

142
Weald and pariahaa, ihape of, 8

bounditiff Suiaex to the north, 2

forert track through, preient

itinerary ofdeacribed, 196-199

general character of, 12, 13

iu military function at Norman
C'onqueet, 73-76

Wert Dean HouM, example of

flint building, 32
Weit Hampnet, on Stane Street,

94
Wilfrid, Saint, atory of, 64

Willingdon Hill, 17»

Winchelaea, antiquity of and
origituU conditiona of, 92

Wolatonbury Hill, 177

Woodi of the Downa, 22, 2.1

Worth, lait ttage of development

of Rape of Lewea, 84

Vapton, 11

THE END
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